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Abstract 

As states begin to deploy cyber tactics as part of their wider strategic arsenal ques-

tions arise around how these cyber tactics may alter the processes of international 

relations, including those pertaining to coercive diplomacy and inter-state negotia-

tion. This dissertation endeavours to address the possibility that states may utilize 

cyber tactics to signal their resolve to the bargaining approach or policy stance 

adopted by their leaders during periods of interstate crises, asking what impact 

such cyber-signals may have on dispute dynamics in terms of escalating or re-

straining hostilities between the disputants. 

To do so it has employed a multi-method approach, applying Schultz’s model of 

signaling during crisis bargaining to three qualitative case studies, drawn from 

each of the three kinds of cyber disputes identified by Valeriano and Maness in 

their pioneering Dyadic Cyber Incident and Dispute dataset(2015). Additionally, 

this in-depth contextual analysis is supplemented with a basic statistical analysis 

of the DCID data-set combined with that of the Correlates of War Militarized In-

terstate Dispute data(Ken- wick et al. 2013) to compare such basic dispute fea-

tures as length and severity be- tween cases, in order to identify wider trends be-

tween the varying strategic environments in which each of the three case study 

dyads operate. 

Though it was posited that cyber-signals would have impact when acknowledged 

by the perpetrating state and visible to the domestic audiences able to pressure on 

state leaders during the decision making process, evidence did not support this 

hypothesis across every case studied. Despite this line of inquiry failing to be ful-

filled universally, between them these three cases do still indicate that there are 

indeed circumstances under which states may deploy impactful cyber-signals, al-

beit driven by particular, salient or emotive contextual settings. I therefore con-

clude, upon reflection, that while not perfect, this dissertation finds grounds for 

further investigation of the cyber signal concept and represents at least a start to 

unpicking the complex issues which underpin this vital area of international rela- 

tions.  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Introduction 

!
  The emerging cyber dimension to international relations has variously 

been described in academic literature and public discourse as, on the one hand 

fraught with the potential to inspire an act of war with near apocalyptic conse-

quences, and alternatively, of having precipitated little alteration of existing pat-

terns of behaviour between states. Proponents of the former, doom laden ‘cyber-

war’ scenario include both academics, politicians and policy makers - with 

Mazanec warning of the “real and growing threat” of cyber tactics outpacing “the 

development of constraining international norms,”(2015:208), whilst then US De-

fense Secretary Leon Panetta cautioned that cyber strikes could constitute a form 

of attack powerful enough to deliver a “cyber pearl harbour”(Panetta, 2012). In 

contrast, following the latter position, Gartzke argues that the evolution of cyber 

tactics represent merely the latest “phase in the ongoing revolution in military af-

fairs”(2013:41), while Maness and Valeriano reflect that cyber strikes are yet to 

“significantly affect foreign policy interactions on the balance”(2015:312). 

  In this dissertation I intend to explore the possibility that as states begin 

to view and employ cyber tactics and tools as part of their wider strategic arsenal, 

when faced with conflict over an issue of contention they may engage in practices 

of signaling resolve through both cyber and traditional military means. Thus far, 

while scholars have hinted at this possibility, there has been something of a dearth 

of research into this important area of international relations - on the cyber side  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Maness and Valeriano highlight the deficit writing “we know very little about the 

impact of cyber actions, and we know even less about how it is connected to con-

ventional coercive tactics utilized by states(in Friis and Ringsmose[Eds], 

2016:49), while one of the original proponents of state signals during interstate 

crises, Kenneth Schultz, himself calls for renewed focus on moving forward acad-

emic thought on the “deeper issues” surrounding “strategic interaction in in-

ternational crises”(2012:372-3). 

  Essentially, therefore, this is a gap in academic inquiry which I intend to 

address with this dissertation through in-depth analysis of the role cyber tactics 

may have with regard to the development of interstate crisis. My over-arching 

goal in pursuing this line of inquiry is to assess what impact cyber-signals may 

have on dispute dynamics, investigating whether the use of offensive cyber tactics 

in a signaling capacity may act as an effective precursor to negotiation during pe-

riods of interstate crises, lead to an escalation of hostilities, or be of negligible 

impact, failing to effectively communicate the commitment of a state or leader to 

their chosen policy stance. 

  To this end, I will follow the work of scholars such as Lawson, rec-

ognizing that the innovative, novel nature of the cyber phenomena itself requires 

fresh thinking and possibly the adaption or challenging of existing theories should 

they prove an obstacle to uncovering what, if any, impact new cyber capabilities 

have on the conduct of interstate relations(2012:online; see also Kello 2013:7). 

This work therefore seeks to objectively evaluate what kind of role cyber tactics 

might play in the escalation or restriction of interstate disputes in which both par-

ties seek to communicate their resolve through diplomatic or military acts, for ex-

ample engaging in a show of force or fortifying border defenses, arguing that cy- 
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ber signals in certain circumstances - where visible to domestic audiences and ac-

knowledged by the perpetrating state - may indeed engender similar outcomes to 

those of the traditional foreign policy field(optimally recognition of the need for 

negotiated dispute settlement, but also inclusive of misperception and possible 

escalation, or in some cases a continuation of the status quo punctuated with brief 

bouts of hostility(Schultz, 2001a:27-8), albeit carrying different operating costs 

and consequences. 

  Thus, whilst the thrust of this research is to examine the impact of 

cyber signaling practices on dispute escalation, these cyber incidents and con-

frontations will be investigated in tandem with Schultz’s theory of signaling and 

state behaviour in crisis bargaining games itself(2001a). To pursue both of these 

aims, my research will unfold in five main stages: after a review of relevant sig-

naling and cyber literature, engaging with and situating my study in existing acad-

emic debate, I will proceed to set out and justify my methodological approach be-

fore its employ across the subsequent three chapters of analysis. Drawn at random 

from the combined resources of the Dyadic Cyber Incident and Dispute Dataset, 

Version 1.5(Valeriano and Maness, 2015c), and the Correlates of War Militarized 

Interstate Dispute Data version 4.01(Kenwick et al. 2013), these mixed quantita-

tive analyses and qualitative case studies dissect periods of hostile interaction 

across three different forms of interstate dispute involving cyber tactics, compris-

ing: a disruptive, low severity series of clashes between India and Pakistan; a co-

ercive feud involving Japan and the Republic of South Korea; and finally an espi-

onage fuelled dispute between the United States of America and the People’s Re-

public of China. 
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  The validity of this approach is two-fold, for by using a well picked-over 

theoretical concept such as Schultz’s crisis bargaining model(2001a) to assess the 

impact of cyber technology on interstate disputes and the tactics employed by 

those waging them, I hope to evaluate both the existing theory and new techno-

logical development simultaneously. Indeed, as Maness and Valeriano assert, the 

lack of knowledge surrounding the impact of, or reaction to, cyber actions in the 

international arena is - given their potential import to military affairs and state se-

curity - not only of detrimental affect to the ability of the academic or policy 

community to conduct accurate or meaningful analysis, but seems almost fool-

hardy when one considers that conflicts which originate in cyberspace may not 

necessarily remain there(2015a:303-4). In short, the very originality of this disser-

tation concept combined with the contemporary nature of the burgeoning cyber 

field arguably renders research of this ilk a worthy addition to the expanding body 

of work designed to develop our understanding of the cyber realm and how it in-

teracts with the wider processes of international relations. 

!
!
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Chapter 1 - Review of Literature 

  As alluded to in the introduction, there is a vast pool of academic work 

from which to draw parallels to inform and guide my research. This literature re-

view is intended to engage with these studies; from the wider cannon of research 

concerning state signaling practices and escalation of interstate disputes, to the 

more recent works regarding the growth of the cyber field in international rela-

tions; situating this dissertation between these bodies of research as it seeks to de-

termine what impact state instigated cyber-signals may have on dispute dynamics. 

Thus, before moving on to the growing collection of studies which represent the 

work to-date on cyber interaction, there will first follow an examination of the 

concept of state signaling practices, from its roots in the 1980s to the revisions 

and adaptations made at the present time of writing. 

  How then, do states signal resolve and how significant is this practice 

in dispute escalation or resolution? Academic analysis of the concept of credibly 

signaling resolve during interstate crises arguably stems from the early works of 

scholars such as Putnam, whose 1988 theory of two-level games paved the way 

for analysis of the theoretical linkage between factors from the domestic and in-

ternational level which when combined, could interact to shape complex interstate 

bargaining processes - for example where domestic constituencies could bring 

pressure to bear on governments and leaders to adopt certain or more favourable 

policies, and thereby exert an influence on policy outcomes in the international  
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arena(1988:436). Viewed alongside analysis from the likes of Fearon, for whom 

domestic political audiences played an essential role in the potential for escalation 

of interstate disputes(1994), it could be suggested that such theoretical innova-

tions as these served to open up the field of international relations to forms of re-

search which were not limited to a single level of analysis, but could examine 

both domestic and international influences on events in international politics. In-

deed, for Schultz, and his theory on how states signal resolve during interstate 

crises, such a development could be considered pivotal, as the success of state 

leaders in sending credible signals of resolve was partially contingent upon the 

awareness and ability of their domestic audiences to respond to policy stances - 

whereby constituents could inflict some form of sanction or cost on a leader that 

reneged on, or drew back from their original dispute position - an inherently 

‘risky’ strategy as by resorting to triggering such a potentially potent domestic 

backlash, state leaders concerned for their own political survival could be more 

inclined to stand firm in the face of reciprocal demonstrations of resolve, such that 

through their own attempt to display the force of their intent, leaders may inadver-

tently raise the chances of full military escalation to conflict(1998:830). 

  Prior to engaging critically with this concept of signaling practice and the 

theoretical mechanisms on which the theory is founded, however, some clarifica-

tion of the key terms and ideas which underpin this paradigm ought to be outlined. 

First and foremost amongst these is the concept encompassing the practice of sig-

naling resolve itself. ‘Signaling games’ as termed by Walsh, can be understood as 

bouts of strategic interaction in which states make clear their preferences to a rival 

during a dispute by engaging in some costly sort of action - for example by build- 
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ing up their armed forces, their offensive capabilities, or instigating a limited form 

of military operation(2007:442-3). Needless to say, therefore, the action which 

forms the signal event must communicate the instigating state’s intentions, their 

resolve to follow through on their chosen path in contending an issue of dispute, 

and though on the surface it would appear that cyber means are less overt, more 

hidden than something so notable as the mobilization of a state’s armed forces, it 

is arguable, as shall be further elaborated in the forthcoming review of cyber liter-

ature, that not all cyber tactics are accurately described as hidden - just as military 

players make themselves known in a battlefield, so cyber operators become ap-

parent in cyberspace - “by interacting with external networks threat actors maker 

their presence known... language traits, common techniques and malware, and 

motive plus historical context give us a great deal of information about who is at-

tacking whom,”(Valeriano and Collier, 2016:online). 

  Returning for now to the signaling process itself, however, the do-

mestic- sanction mechanism comes to the fore when a state leader or decision 

maker seeking to underline his or her dedication to their course of action, commits 

to their chosen policy stance publicly and initiates one of the actions outlined 

above. In so doing, they place national prestige on the line and potentially invoke 

or expose themselves to ‘audience costs’ - electoral or other forms of domestic 

sanction which would blight or even terminate a leaders tenure in office if trig-

gered - whereby the strength of the leader’s intent with regards to the issue of dis-

pute is validated by the damages they would incur domestically should they step 

back from their publicly stated negotiating position(Fearon, 1994:577). 
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  Consequently, in addition to the signaling act itself - whether of military 

or diplomatic nature - the triggering of such audience costs is thought to be of 

great import in terms of ensuring the signal to the rival state is perceived as credi-

ble, with the potential for damage to the decision maker should they step back 

from their stance potent enough to ensure that they are somewhat entrenched and 

obliged to see their decision through - a position Fearon refers to as “tying hands” 

in which leaders take “an action that increases the costs of backing down if the 

would-be-challenger actually challenges but otherwise entails no costs if no chal-

lenge materializes”(1997:70). Following this pattern, as illustrated overleaf in 

Figure 1, states may signal, and depending on whether their target resists or con-

cedes, take further steps to demonstrate their resolve, such that - should both sides 

continue to hold firm and reciprocate shows of resolve - the dispute may either 

escalate to full-scale conflict, as set out in Schultz’s game theoretic model of crisis 

bargaining, or fall short of war with the substantial costs borne by one disputant 

only. 

  There exist, however, a number of critical questions raised by scholars of 

the signal and audience cost concept which merit some attention. The idea of sig-

naling resolve in disputes, and associated audience cost literature, has come some 

way since Schultz’s original works, with the most pressing concern relevant to 

this work revolving around the audience cost mechanism which underpins the 

ability of foreign policy decision makers to signal resolve, and whether or not it is 

as straightforward as assuming domestic audiences will always punish leaders 

who lose face and climb down from foreign policy stances. After rigorous empiri-

cal analysis Moon and Souva conclude that signals of resolve which rely on audi- 
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ence costs being invoked by state leaders work as a credible demonstration of the 

strength of state leaders’ intent only under specific circumstances: where there are 

informational imbalances to overcome signals may allow states to entrench their 

bargaining position and begin negotiation, yet where highly salient issues are at 

stake, particularly with regard to territorial disputes, signaling practices are 

somewhat eclipsed, and therefore less likely to prevent escalation(2014:20- 1). 

Indeed, the suggestion appears vindicated by Gibler and Hutchison, who also em-

phasize the need to include contextual factors such as issue salience, or symbolic, 

emotion-laden territorial claims in understanding when threats are effective, and 

how both state leaders and domestic populations respond to them(2013:882;886; 

see also Tomz,2007:830-1). On the balance, therefore, far from detracting from 

the purpose of this research, these concerns rather amplify the value in further ex-  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amination of dispute escalation and signaling mechanisms - arguably the arrival of 

a new potential means of signaling resolve represents a fresh opportunity for 

study of the concept, warrant- ing both empirical and contextual analysis of they 

dynamics at play in state behaviour during crises and disputes. 

  Ergo, drawing towards a conclusion of this brief investigation of the 

academic literature surrounding state signaling practices, it is worth not- ing, as 

Schultz himself does that no theoretical model of behaviour can perfectly ‘cap-

ture’ real-world crises, nor do they seek to - rather, it is the insight into state be-

haviour which can be understood through contrasting where it diverges from the 

strategic-rationality of the signaling game and crisis behaviour model which is so 

valuable(2001a:31). With this in mind, and prior to applying this theoretical in-

sight to real-world cases, it is to the comparatively more recent, emerging field of 

cyber studies, which this literature re- view now turns, the second of the two main 

bodies of academic work at whose interface this dissertation research sits. 

!
  Even upon light reading of the cyber cannon it is fair to say that there is 

something of schism in the positions adopted by academics and commentators 

regarding the threat presented by expanding cyber capabilities and technology. 

Indeed, as Valeriano and Maness observe, this schism is perhaps best character-

ized as comprising of two extremes - one which envisions cyber conflict as a giv-

en and “regular aspect of international relations” and the other, which tends to-

wards a skeptical view of the threat of cyber conflict, instead anticipating a “safe 

digital future”(2015a:39). Of the former, scholars such as Stone maintain the al-

leged ease of use of cyber tactics will almost inevitably result in the translation of  
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virtual cyber strikes into real world violence(2013:107), while in the latter camp 

Rid argues that far from facilitating greater conflict, engaging in cyber disputes 

may lessen the risk of actual political violence as it allows both states and indi-

viduals to act out aggression by means short of war(2013:online). 

  Unlike either Stone or Rid, however, I intend to take something of a 

more equitable approach towards analysis of the cyber field, neither ruling out the 

possibility of cyber conflict in the future, nor assuming that this conflict will nec-

essarily escalate to epic or unprecedented proportions. Instead, following 

Gartzke(2013:41) and Valeriano and Maness, the stance adopted for this research 

pursues a definition of cyber technology and tactics which treats them as “a tool in 

the arsenal of diplomacy and international interactions, just as other forms of 

threats, and offensive and defensive actions in the toolbox of a state’s arsenal of 

power”(2015a:31). Accordingly, to bring discussion of cyber technology back to 

basics in advance of deeper engagement with existing academic literature, as well 

as for the purposes of analytical clarity, I will treat cyber incidents - offensive, de-

fensive or disruptive tactical strikes against a given target - as the events which 

form the basis of cyber conflicts, which are themselves constituted as “the use of 

computational technologies in cyberspace for malevolent and destructive purposes 

in order to impact, change, or modify diplomatic and military interactions be-

tween entities”(Ibid:5). Following on logically, therefore, it is in fact possible to 

argue that cyber capabilities could be deployed in some capacity during the course 

of a dispute between states, or potentially even ignite a dispute between states, 

under which circumstances - should cyber conflicts or incidents of this kind seep  

!
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into traditional militarized and diplomatic dispute arenas - the process can be 

termed “cyber spillover”(Maness and Valeriano, 2016 - forthcoming). 

Cutting through some of the hysteria in rhetoric around a potential “cyber Pearl 

Harbour”(Panetta, 2012) it is also of the utmost importance to examine what pat-

terns of behaviour are actually evident, and supported by empirical research, in 

the cyber realm thus far. Though dismissive of the manifestation of outright con-

flict involving the use of cyber tactics, Rid is quite correct in his assertion that 

there has been a great deal of political cyber crime - that is to say sabotage and 

espionage - since the advent of the present cyber era(2012:15). He is vindicated in 

this by the findings of a number of scholars: from Lindsay who also highlights 

espionage and financially motivated malicious activity in cyberspace(2013:370); 

to Maness and Valeriano whose exhaustive quantitative analysis of cyber incidents 

since the turn of the century demonstrate the majority of incidents observed to-

date to comprise of “Espionage, theft, propaganda through vandalizing websites 

and denial of service campaigns”(in Friis and Ringsmose, 2016:49). 

  Given that these kinds of cyber interactions are not largely considered to 

be of drastic severity to state security it is perhaps not so surprising, as Lind- say, 

Cheung and Reveron suggest, that “the history of minor irritants and tolerable 

abuses experienced thus far suggest that restraint and limited effectiveness is the 

norm”(2015:online). Indeed, as Valeriano and Maness also argue, “A protocol of 

restraint has emerged as the volume of cyberattacks has increased. State-based 

cyberattacks are expected, and in some cases tolerated, as long as they do not rise 

to the level of total offensive operations - direct and malicious incidents that could 

destroy infrastructure or critical facilities. These options are apparently off the ta- 
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ble for states, since they would lead to physical confrontation, collateral damage, 

and economic retaliation”(2015b:online). 

  Arguably therefore, with the current, even similar dynamics of restraint 

operating in the international system as to those governing traditional military or 

diplomatic interaction, states are no less likely to respond with aggression to a cy-

ber strike as they are to a display of force - for example a scrambling of fighter 

jets in international airspace, or naval vessels in international waters - suggesting 

that while cyber tools could have the potential to become devastating weapons, it 

is unlikely that they will be deployed in the kind of devastating capacity envi-

sioned by Stone(2013:107) or other proponents of all-out cyberwarfare. 

  How, then, does this reflect on the possibility that states may signal re- 

solve by cyber means during disputes? Somewhat problematically at first glance, 

given the basic premise of signaling resolve is to underline the preferences of the 

initiating state within a dispute, the less-than-clear issue of attribution associated 

with cyber incidents envisioned by many scholars casts doubt on how accurate a 

means of communication cyber strikes are. Gompert and Libicki, for example, 

point out that cyber operations may be carried out without the knowledge or offi-

cial sanction of state leaders, casting doubt on the intentions behind the strike and 

potentially fostering miscalculation and dispute escalation - “Given the stakes in a 

crisis, would the targeted state be willing to bet that a cyber attack was unautho-

rized? Or would it presume that the attack was a prelude to conventional war, and 

be inclined to strike first?”(2014:14; see also Kello, 2013:34-5). Furthermore, as 

Gartzke argues, cyber weapons, as they are employed currently, have yet to exhib-

it the ability to inflict the kind of durable, lasting harm of the traditional military  
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tools deployed in interstate disputes, effectively casting doubt on the ability of 

states to efficiently threaten their rivals as “targets must believe both that an attack 

is likely to follow from noncompliance and that the attack is destined to inflict 

unacceptable harm”(2013:42). 

  Yet whilst these arguments may on the surface appear to damage the 

utility of cyber-signals in international disputes, in the first instance, and building 

on the logic of Valeriano and Collier, set out previously in this work, I would dis-

agree that there can be no attribution for cyber strikes - on the contrary, through 

careful forensic examination of the system targeted and coding or malware used, 

common characteristics pertaining to the attacker can be uncovered or reverse en-

gineered back toward the perpetrator, rendering the issue of attribution, as envi-

sioned by the scholars above, “overstated”(2016:online). There remain certain as-

pects of the use of cyber tactics which could also serve to negate the limited na-

ture of cyber strikes - short- lived though the less severe denial of service or web-

site defacement cyber strikes may be, the psychological toll they exact on the tar-

get population should not be underestimated in terms of the fears and perceptions 

citizens hold, and thus the pressure they may subsequently exert on their state 

leaders to respond could serve to render important what on the surface appears a 

cyber strategy of low severity(Maness and Valeriano, 2015a:313). 

  Context too, as Lindsay notes is crucial(2013:374), and when related to 

the perceptions of target state audiences, particularly if the dispute surrounds a 

highly emotive issue likely to resonate strongly with both state populaces - for 

example a contested territory(see Vasquez and Valeriano(2008) for an excellent 

dissection of intractable territorial issues and impact they have on dispute escala 
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tion) - it could have an enormously amplified effect on hostility levels, as per-

ceived by domestic audiences and by extension state leaders. It is arguable, there-

fore, that when visible to domestic audiences - for example in a disruptive strike 

on widely used websites or online services - and when acknowledged by the insti-

gating state as an action aimed at a rival state target, it is indeed possible for states 

to use cyber tactics to signal resolve as they would any other militarized or diplo-

matic option. 

  Moreover, it could also be suggested that these cyber practices in them- 

selves carry their own unique operational costs associated with their use, different 

to militarized alternatives though they are. In the first instance, the use of cyber 

weapons can be considered costly in the sense that the state deploying the strike 

cannot do so again - the coding and system vulnerability exploited to carry out the 

strike is necessarily unveiled by the act itself after a great deal of work and thus 

will not be so easy to target in the future(Lindsay, 2015:33), while, depending on 

the type or sophistication of cyber strike, operations themselves can require a 

great deal of time, expense and effort in preparation for a strike which can be used 

once only by its creator, whilst the malicious coding used in the attack may also 

be turned against the original perpetrator in a form of blow-back(Valeriano and 

Maness, 2015a:4). Ergo, while it is true enough that the costs carried by cyber tac-

tics are different to those of a traditional military tactic, it cannot be said that these 

strikes carry no costs at all - to the contrary, costs such as those outlined above 

ought to demonstrate the importance or commitment a foreign policy decision 

maker may attach to his or her dispute stance when choosing to signal resolve, 

rather than undermine it. 
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  In summary, thus, and within the theoretical parameters of this research, 

cyber tactics of the kind outlined above will be assessed alongside traditional mil-

itarized or diplomatic means of signaling in the hope that this expanded under-

standing of how states may signal resolve can shed light on contemporary dis-

putes in the international arena. This review of literature has sought to engage 

with existing academic debate surrounding the two fields of international relations 

most relevant to the overarching aims of this dissertation research, and by drawing 

on the findings of this diverse array of scholars I hope to establish a better under-

standing of the mechanisms at play in state cyber signaling practices as I move 

onward toward my own analysis.  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!

Chapter 2 - Methodological Approach and Theoretical Overview 

!
  Here I outline the methodological approach which forms the foun-

dations of the analytical and theoretical framework employed in my research. This 

chapter will therefore begin with the presentation and explanation of the reasoning 

behind my research aims, questions, rationale and hypotheses, before setting out 

in earnest the means through which I hope to examine the possibility of states sig-

naling resolve in the cyber realm, and how this may influence dispute escalation. 

Whilst there will also be a brief introduction of the cases for analysis and the 

datasets used to support this process, greater in-depth and contextual case-study-

specific details will be explored in the subsequent analytical chapters. 

!
Research Aims, Rationale and Hypotheses 

  Reflecting on the arguments presented in the review of academic 

literature which suggest that cyber strategies can be deployed alongside conven-

tional military tactics in interstate disputes - indeed Jensen, Valeriano and Maness 

suggest that “Cyber strategies likely do not achieve effects in isolation”(2016 - 

forthcoming) - the principle aim of this research is to assess if states are engaging 

in signaling practices with cyber means, and how these potential actions could 

influence dispute dynamics during interstate crises.Therefore the first, and per- 
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haps most obvious, research questions are as follows: [RQ1] Do states engage in 

practices of signaling resolve through cyber means either interchangeably with 

militarized tactics during interstate disputes? And, if so: [RQ2] What impact does 

cyber signaling have on dispute escalation and inter-state relations? 

  More specifically, in applying Schultz’s crisis bargaining model to cyber 

as well as militarized incidents I intend to establish if cyber interactions mirror the 

established patterns of behaviour associated with militarized disputes; if selected 

real-world disputes follow Schultz’s theorized interaction models, and ultimately 

escalation[operationalized for this research in line with the Correlates of War 

Project as ranging from: a threat of the use of force; a display of force; actual use 

of force; or lastly, war]. Finally, therefore: [RQ3] Does greater cyber interaction 

between states in disputes lead to escalating levels of severity, as in Schultz’s tra-

ditional crisis bargaining model? 

  Building on the perspective that cyber and military tactics form part of 

the same spectrum of strategic capabilities, I posit that cyber methods will be used 

alongside traditional foreign policy tools by states embroiled in disputes, and thus: 

H1: During interstate crises and disputes states engage in cyber sig-

naling practices interchangeably with traditional military and diplo-

matic means. 

Though different to traditional military and diplomatic means of signaling resolve, 

as discussed in the literature review, there remain, arguably, several aspects of the 

use of cyber tactics which do generate certain costs to the decision taker, and 

therefore represent enough credible commitment to the chosen course of action as 

to symbolize their resolve to hold firm - in particular the potential for blow-back  
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in either releasing malicious cyber coding and tools, or opening up the decision 

taker’s own cyber networks to retaliation; the surrender of knowledge of a point 

of vulnerability in a rival state’s cyber defenses, and by extension the opportunity 

to exploit it again; in addition to the amount of time, expense and effort expended 

in carrying out the strike itself. Therefore, in attempting to establish if and when 

states engage in signaling practices with cyber means, I posit that under certain 

circumstances states will successfully employ cyber strikes to signal state resolve, 

with the outcomes ranging from positive and restraining, with negotiation or me-

diation tempering hostilities, as successful communication of resolve deters state 

leaders from risking all out war; to negative and escalatory for either or both cyber 

and military interaction; or simply neutral where cyber-signals will have negligi-

ble effect on interstate relations. As such: 

H2: Cyber signaling practices will exert observable impact on dispute 

dynamics, either restraining or escalatory, where: cyber strikes are vis-

ible in scope, such that domestic audiences are aware of them; and 

where instigating states acknowledge publicly their action, such that 

the possibility of domestic sanctions to governments and state leaders 

are made manifest. 

  Alternatively, where this cannot be verified, the null hypothesis - that 

cyber-signals will impart negligible impact on interstate disputes - shall instead be 

accepted. Deeper introduction to the methodological approach adopted to investi-

gate these possibilities will follow a brief outline of the theoretical parameters 

which define and guide this work. 

!
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Theoretical Overview - the Signaling Model 

  As has been noted previously, Kenneth Schultz’s 2001 model of crisis 

bargaining forms the main theoretical framework which structures this disserta-

tion’s multi-method approach to analysis. Crucially, however, and where appro-

priate, the analytical lens provided by this paradigm has been expanded to include 

cyber and military interactions alongside one another, recognizing both as part of 

the same strategic spectrum. Based on the relative losses and gains of game-theo-

ry rationale, Schultz’s model charts the options open to states during periods of 

crises and examines the possible logics driving leaders’ choices as the dispute un-

folds and they must consider further resistance or conceding in the face of a chal-

lenge(2001a:26-9). 

  Of particular theoretical value to this dissertation, is the mechanism 

Schultz’s model supplies for explanations of why signals of resolve may impart an 

impact on the direction of disputes - that of the audience cost concept, which 

when triggered through the process of publicly signaling to rival states can lock 

leaders “into intransigent bargaining positions from which they cannot climb 

down” such that even if “a mutually beneficial deal exists ex ante, once the lead-

ers have bid up the audience costs to a high enough level, neither can give in, and 

war becomes inevitable”(2012:371). Fundamentally this mechanism is of the ut-

most importance to this dissertation as it gives reason to the suggestion that cyber-

signals will have impact, either escalatory or restraining, on disputes where they 

are publicly acknowledged and the possibility of audience costs are made mani-

fest - where damages meted out by domestic audiences to leaders who renege on 

previous dispute or bargaining positions are so severe they can terminate a leaders  
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period of office, ensuring that during disputes, when public sentiment begins to 

run high, leaders appreciate that they must either diffuse the situation and accede 

to negotiation, or face either outright conflict through escalation or some form of 

sanction from their domestic constituents. 

  Using an established and rigorously assessed theoretical model is 

particularly beneficial as not only has the concept been carefully critiqued and 

tested by a number of scholars over the years, that it has remained relevant to the 

present time of writing also indicates its ongoing importance to the field of in-

ternational relations, and indeed our understanding of conflict escalation and reso-

lution. As such, in applying a tried-and-tested model to analysis of a newer phe-

nomenon, I hope to gain the most accurate possible theoretical insight to the dy-

namics which drive state behaviour, and strategic choices during international dis-

putes. 

  Further, in defence of drawing inspiration from a form of rational-

choice model I hasten to point out, as Schultz himself does, that I do not suggest 

this model is a perfect replica of state behaviour, rather it is intended to clarify and 

identify where interaction between disputants is significantly influenced by fac-

tors such as the domestic governance or oppositional structure, domestic public 

audiences, or contextual, strategic considerations(2001a:31). Indeed, by applying 

the zero-sum framework of the model to the selected case studies enables an em-

pirical and consistent assessment across differing contexts of how each state in-

volved in a dispute fares as they invoke signaling games and respond accordingly. 

!
!
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Methodological Approach 

  To set about approaching an answer to the question of whether or not 

states engage in signaling practices during cyber disputes, this work employs a 

mixed method approach which draws primarily on the application of Schultz’s 

model of crisis behaviour, outlined above, to qualitative case studies of periods of 

escalation and coercive diplomacy between rival states, supplemented by addi-

tional policy and literature analysis of material collected from sources including 

news outlets and state sponsored websites. Selected at random from samples of 

the three types of cyber dispute identified by Valeriano and Maness(2015c), and 

with the aid of the RAND function of Microsoft Excel, these case studies cover a 

disruptive cyber dispute between India and Pakistan; the coercive cyber interac-

tions of the Republic of South Korea and Japan; and finally, the espionage fueled 

dispute between the United States of America and the People’s Republic of China. 

  Complementing this contextual case-specific analysis, is a basic 

comparative quantitative analysis of combined cyber and militarized interaction 

data sourced from the Dyadic Cyber Incident and Dispute Dataset, Version 

1.5(Valeriano and Maness, 2015c), and the Correlates of War Militarized Inster-

state Dispute Data version 4.01(Kenwick et al. 2013). This brief statistical evalua-

tion will largely take the shape of calculating and comparing the differences be-

tween dispute features including, for example, length of interaction in days; mean 

severity levels and intensity of interaction, in order to lend greater empirical depth 

where possible to the contextual environment of the case studies selected and 

identify patterns of behaviour between states engaging in different forms of dis- 
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putes, utilizing different forms of offensive or defensive strategies, and across 

varying periods of time. 

!
A note on Case Studies 

  By selecting a disputing dyadic pair from each category of interaction 

type in the Valeriano and Maness DCID data-set(2015c) - disruption, coercive and 

espionage orientated disputes - I hope to not only capture what impact cyber-sig-

nals may have on dispute dynamics, I also seek to understand how this may differ 

according to dispute or interaction type, and ultimately assess under which cir-

cumstances cyber-signals fit with Schultz’s theory of signaling and crisis bargain-

ing. With the aim of best assessing how interaction unfolds between states, I have 

selected at random a case study from each of the three types of cyber dispute 

which displays above average interaction and as such provide adequate scope for 

analysis of dispute dynamics over time. 

  Across the entire cyber data-set this represents all disputes which 

comprise of a number of incidents equal to or greater than the mean interaction 

level of three incidents per dispute, and generates from the three cyber dispute 

categories a distribution of five disruption driven and coercive disputes eligible 

for selection each, in addition to six espionage related conflicts. Considering the 

importance of the militarized element to this work alongside the hypothesized role 

of government acknowledgment in cyber signal- ing practices, however, these 

samples were further reduced to only three potential cases each, when disputes 

with no militarized incident crossover within a calendar year, and no governmen-

tal comment, or denial of responsibility for cyber strikes, were eliminated. 
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  Hence, pulled from the disruption, coercion and espionage driven 

disputes of above average levels of interaction were: from those disputes best 

characterized as disruptive India and Pakistan’s ten year period of hostilities, 

which, despite its relatively high number of cyber incidents, has a low severity 

ranking equitable to cyber harassment spread across these ten encounters. Second-

ly, of conflicts which are coercive in nature the dispute between Japan and the 

Republic of South Korea with a similar severity level to that of India and Pak-

istan, but with fewer cyber incidents - numbering only four - and, finally, from the 

espionage driven encounters the dispute between the United States of America 

and the People’s Republic of China was drawn from those available, including an 

enormous number of incidents, forty-three in total, and experiencing a more seri-

ous severity ranking equitable to attempted destruction of critical networks. 

  With regard to selecting case studies as a means of analysis themselves, 

not only do I hope to strike a balance between in-depth contextual analysis in ad-

dition to the wider statistical review of state cyber interaction, it is arguable that 

conducting case studies allows the application of Schultz’s crisis bargaining mod-

el to the best of its potential, while also accommodating the unique contextual 

backdrops eliminated from the model’s stylized assessment of crisis events. 

!
Data, Measurements and Quantitative Analysis 

  Considering that this dissertation’s overall aim is to focus on what 

impact cyber-signals have on dispute dynamics, only a brief statistical examina-

tion of the wider cyber and militarized interaction data will be conducted. It will 

simply revolve around the identification of disparities and trends in mean dispute  
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length, severity and intensity(in terms of the number days between incidents); the 

rate of success in achieving the objectives of individual cyber strikes within dis-

putes; and also the rate of government acknowledgment of culpability in instigat-

ing cyber strikes between all of the recorded disputes featuring cyber interaction 

to date, the three forms of cyber dispute - disruptive, coercive and espionage dri-

ven - and the final case selected for analysis in each category. As such, this basic 

analysis will simply draw out patterns in behaviour and rough correlations in 

macro-terms between different sorts of conflicts - it is therefore intended only to 

complement and guide the micro, contextual analysis of the specific disputes se-

lected for case study examination, not act as a response to the hypotheses and re-

search questions outlined above in its own right. 

  With regards, then, to the data component of this analysis, as noted 

formerly two main datasets have been consulted for the purposes of this research - 

the Dyadic Cyber Incident and Dispute Dataset, Version 1.5(Valeriano and 

Maness, 2015c), and the Correlates of War Militarized Insterstate Dispute Data 

version 4.01(Kenwick et al. 2013), hereafter known as the DCID and MID 

datasets respectively. These represent some of the most comprehensive databased 

accounts of state interaction during disputes in their respective fields, whether 

through militarized or cyber means, and are particularly useful for this research as 

they group interactions during disputes over time, such that when combined, en-

able the identification of detailed patterns of behaviour between states engaged in 

cyber conflict. Together they yield a population of 21 disputing dyads engaged in 

51 cyber and 55 militarized disputes, and which accrue 164 cyber and 599 milita-

rized incidents respectively. In terms of distribution, only seven of these dyads do  
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not feature militarized interaction, whilst the split with regard to type of cyber in-

teraction generates 13 disputes which are coercive in nature, and a further 19 each 

for disruptive and espionage driven disputes, from which the case studies intro-

duced above have been drawn. 

  Thus, to operationalize processes of dispute continuation or escalation 

and bargaining, I have drawn from the frameworks of both datasets to define state 

responses which fall under the category of resisting a signal(on behalf of the tar-

get) and standing firm in return(for the challenger) as necessitating either: in mili-

tarized terms a display or actual offensive use of force(adapted from Kenwick et 

al. 2013); or in the cyber field a display of cyber strength - such as a website de-

facement or denial of service - or use of cyber force to conduct an offensive strike 

with some form of intrusion or infiltration and damage to the rival state’s net-

work(adapted from Valeriano and Maness, 2015c). 

  Similarly, in assessing the severity of incidents, comparative of both 

cyber and militarized actions, a combined scale will be used to objectively com-

pare dispute severity between cases in this dissertation research, ranging from the 

threat of force, whether cyber or militarized, to the display or use of force through 

either of these mediums, and eventual escalation to actions which have the poten-

tial to place states on war footing, as outlined in Table 1(p33). Through the amal-

gamation of these two scales of different lengths I arrived at a cut-off point match-

ing cyber strikes of highly destructive severity to militarized escalation to war, in 

line with the policy position adopted first by the US government in 2011 that seri-

ous cyber strikes capable of creating civilian casualties through, for example the 

disruption of power-sup- plies or emergency responder networks, can be treated as  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‘acts of war’(BBC News, 2011:online). Finally, in searching for possible cyber 

spillovers to militarized interaction, militarized incidents occurring within one 

calendar year of the identified signal event highlighted for each case were includ-

ed for consideration, although where necessary, I have also referred back or fur-

ther forward in time to significant events out-with this period if relevant. 

!
!
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!
!
Chapter 3: Investigating Disruptive Disputes: India - Pakistan Case Study 

!
  At first glance, of the three cyber dispute types available for analysis, 

those which are characterized as disruptive might fairly be assumed to be the ones 

in which signaling practices during interstate disputes are most evi- dent, owing to 

the more visible nature of disruptive cyber tactics with regard to the both the chal-

lenger and target state’s domestic population. Though se- lected at random from 

the pool of disruptive disputes drawn from the DCID data-set, the Indo-Pakistani 

disruptive dispute is a most interesting subject for analysis under these circum-

stances, and can be argued to represent one of the most antagonistic or embittered 

dyads recorded, having engaged in multiple wars, numerous border clashes and 

many diplomatic fallouts(BBC News, 2001:online; see also Kenwick et al. 2013). 

Therefore, prior to the deeper foray into analysis which forms the basis of this 

chapter, it is first appropriate to examine at least in brief what insights previous 

academic commentary may shed on the issues at stake in the Indo-Pakistani dis-

pute, as well as the wider context of their “tortured history”(Stolar, 2008:7). Thus, 

the chapter will precede as follows, with a brief overview of existing literature 

covering Indo-Pakistani relations, compounded by subsequent quantitative and 

greater in-depth qualitative analysis, in which key episodes and incidents within 

the dispute will be highlighted and contrasted with the aim of understanding more 

fully the impact and context of cyber signaling in this dispute. 
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Understanding the issues at stake in the Indo-Pakistani Dispute 

  Of all the sources of conflict between India and Pakistan, that which has 

been most frequently addressed in academic literature, and is indeed of most rele-

vance to this research, concerns the conflicted territory of Kashmir, shared for the 

moment and split by the Line of Control(LoC), but claimed by both states. Pak-

istan, as Cheema writes “...has long believed it has moral, political, historical, and 

strategic reasons to stake a claim to Kashmir, which was taken by India through 

conspiracy and deception during the 1947 division of the Indian subcontinent... 

Kashmir has taken on such enormous political and psychological proportions that 

it is hard to imagine any Pakistani leader agreeing to give up this cause”(in 

Lavoy[Ed], 2009:42-43). Indeed, in the minds of Pakistani nationalists their state 

is “‘incomplete’ without Kashmir”, and as such “Pakistan's claim to Kashmir was 

and remains irredentist”(Ganguly, 1995:169). 

  For India, on the other hand, claiming Kashmir - as a lone majority Mus- 

lim province, in contrast to the rest of India’s administrative regions - bolsters its 

secular democratic credentials and national identity, the very reverse of the na-

tionalistic Pakistani arguments which in effect assert that Kashmir’s religious 

makeup naturally ought to have made it a part of Pakistan’s territory following 

partition(Cheema, in Lavoy[Ed], 2009:43). Between them, India and Pakistan 

have fought three wars over Kashmir; during 1947-8, 1965 and again in 1999 - 

and as Ganguly notes, despite being of ‘low intensity’ this conflict has dragged on 

one way or another for over fifty years, such that “its significance overshadows all 

other issues in the region”(1995:168). This significance is often most visible in 

both militarized and cyber incidents between the two states, particularly, for ex- 
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ample, in the aftermath of an attack - or attempted attack - by Pakistani-based mil-

itants operating in Indian territory after covert entrance via the LoC separating 

Pakistani and Indian-administered Kashmir. Common estimates suggest that 

around the beginning of the Indo-Pakistani cyber dispute there may have been as 

many as 3000 such militants - motivated at least in part by the desire to see 

Kashmir fully ceded to Pakistani jurisdiction - operating in Indian controlled terri-

tory, with, as Kampani suggests, the ongoing issues created around the activities 

of and attacks carried out by these Pakistani-backed or based militants in Indian 

land amounting to one of the most significant obstacles to better relations between 

the states, eroding Indian trust in commitments made by Pakistan across a variety 

of treaty or other agreements(2002:online). 

  Essentially, thus, for both India and Pakistan, whilst the issue of 

Kashmir itself is not always at the immediate fore of hostilities, the territorial con-

flict at the heart of their interstate dispute is of such huge import and symbolic 

value it remains critical to the tenor of their interstate relations, at the very least 

linked in some aspect, to almost every one of the issues of contention which 

spring up between them - whether through the operations or even underlying mo-

tivations of militant groups, or in quarrels over policies or local governance issues 

in the Kashmir region - and is therefore, unsurprisingly, the driving motivation 

behind many of the cyber disputes, assessed in the remainder of this chapter. 

!
Analysis 

  What nuances or dynamics, then, can some comparative statistical 

analysis of the combined DCID and CoW MID datasets reveal with regard to the  
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Indo-Pakistani dispute and disruptive disputes more generally? Initial observa-

tions would suggest, not wholly unexpectedly, that in comparing the the India-

Pakistan case to all disruptive disputes, this is one of the longest running conflicts 

of the set, with a total of 10 cyber incidents spread over 3632 days, and is of 

roughly the same level of cyber severity, containing mainly defacement and denial 

of service strikes which harass rather than cause system-wide damage(see Figure 

2, overleaf and Table 2,p.40). Indeed, the type of damage created by these cyber 

strikes tended both in the wider disruptive dispute data, the final sample and Indo-

Pakistani case study to be of direct and immediate impact, however somewhat dif-

ferently, in the Indo-Pakistani dispute these strikes can be seen to have been con-

sistently more effective in achieving their disruptive target objectives, with a thir-

teen per cent greater rate of success than the mean rate across the disruptive dis-

putes as a whole and the final sample. Similarly, and again unsurprisingly given 

the intransigence of the territorial issue at stake of the Indo-Pakistani dispute, cy-

ber interaction for this case is by far more visible than disruptive disputes or cyber 

disputes more generally - with every single incident acknowledged by the perpe-

trating state, perhaps reflecting the febrile, emotive nature of the conflict. 

  Finally, and most interestingly, after comparing the volume and severity 

of cyber and militarized interactions, it appears evident that as the level of cyber 

severity increases, so do the number of cyber interactions, whilst the inverse is 

true of militarized interactions - with the most severe forms of cyber disputes as-

sociated with the fewest number of MIDs per dyad(Kenwick et al. 2013, and Vale-

riano and Maness, 2015c; see also appendix for further details). Consequently,  
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!
there are several possible avenues for exploration which follow logically from the 

above - do cyber disputes with lower severity coincide with greater military inter-

action, as states gravitate more towards military escalation as a means of express-

ing their resolve rather than employing escalatory cyber tactics? By the same to-

ken, do disputes with higher cyber severity levels foster fewer incidences of mili-

tary interaction because most of the coercive diplomacy and signaling is done 

through cyber interaction? Certainly, it would appear that for the Indo-Pakistani 

dispute that bouts of hostile militarized interaction are not only routine, but out-

strip cyber strikes in terms of regularity, with 114 MIDs occurring within 3457  
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calendar days, thereby creating a dispute intensity of only 30.32 days per 

incident(against the 363.20 days per cyber incident). Until digging deeper into the 

case specific figures of the South Korea-Japan and US-China disputes no wider 

comparison may yet here be made, but the possibility of spillover from cyber to 

militarized conflict, and the implications this may have for cyber signaling prac-

tices merits further investigation as this chapter delves deeper into analysis. 

!
Episode 1 - 2001 Indo-Pakistani Kashmir Dispute 

  Between the 22nd and 24th of October 2001, Pakistan instigated what 

would be the first of many spells of hostile cyber interaction at times against and 

at others perpetrated by their neighbour and enduring rival, India(Valeriano and 

Maness, 2015c). The cyber strike, which revolved around the defacement of Indi-

an government websites, occurred in a highly charged atmosphere in the wake of 

an attack at the start of the month on Kashmir’s state legislature - the Srinagar As-

sembly, located in Indian-administered Kashmir - which claimed the lives of 38 

people, and was perpetrated by Pakistani-based militants, perceived in India as 

enjoying Pakistan’s full state-support, though denied by the Pakistani government, 

despite the failure to control their side of the border dividing Kashmir, or appre-

hend the militants responsible(Ibid; BBC News, 2002:online). 

  Asides from marking the beginning of tactical cyber strikes between 

the two states, this bout of hostile interaction also represents the first potential ev-

idence of cyber signaling in the Indo-Pakistani dispute, where Pakistan chose to 

underline the strength of their commitment to the position adopted by President 

Musharraf in the following diplomatic fallout initially through cyber and not the  
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rather more frequently selected option of military displays, or the actual use of 

force. Indeed, with regard to the wider strategic context in which this portion of 

the Indo-Pakistani dispute took place, during the six months prior to this cyber 

incident there had been two recorded MIDs between the sides, and a further 17 in 

the same period following, the bulk of which involved small scale clashes, with 

few known fatalities, across the state borderline(Kenwick et al., 2013). Despite 

this relatively high density of hostile militarized interaction there were no further 

cyber incidents in the same calendar period, the vast majority of state interaction 

carried out instead through militarized terms. 

  What impact, therefore, can Pakistan’s cyber signal be seen to have had 

on the crisis dynamics? Figure 3(p.43), displays the pattern of interaction between 

India and Pakistan, with Pakistan beginning engagement in the first instance 

through cyber defacement strikes against Indian government web- sites, and with-

in the same period, between the 22nd and 24th of October, displaying force 

through a militarized alert which concluded on the 26th of October, ranking at 

three - displaying force only - on the combined severity scale for each. India’s re-

sponse was also militarized, upping the ante and severity level to five - the use of 

militarized force - as they instigated a border clash on the 11th of November, 

which was then reciprocated by Pakistan over the next twenty four hours, in 

which time Indian fatalities were recorded at five, Pakistani fatalities 

unknown(Kenwick et al., 2013;Kampani, 2002:online). Following Pakistan’s re-

taliation, no further bouts of cyber or militarized hostility were recorded in the 

following calendar month, with India, the target state, losing out in the zero-sum 

calculus of  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Schultz’s model, initially resisting, but after the clashes of the 11th and 12th of 

November offering no further hostile action. 

   It should be noted, however, that whilst further escalation was at this 

point avoided, little over a month later a further terror attack on Indian soil, again 

perpetrated by Pakistani-based militants, renewed hostilities which then carried on 

into 2002, yet being non-state sanctioned or perpetrated, this could not be not 

counted as part of the same state-level dispute-cycle. 

   Thus with reference to the hypotheses, can Pakistan’s cyber display of 

force be considered a signal interchangeable to militarized tactics in the exchange 

with Indian foreign policy decision makers, and further, did it have an impact on 

dispute escalation or restraint? Looking solely at this bout of interaction it would 

seem that cyber tactics were deployed in a signaling capacity which operated 

alongside and interchangeably with militarized tactics, thus fulfilling H1. On the 

other hand, while meeting the criteria of being visible to the target state’s public 

and openly acknowledged by the instigator, the impact of Pakistan’s cyber signal 

is difficult to extricate from its combined effect with the militarized alert actioned 

to compound it. 

   Certainly there is evidence of an escalatory impact, posited as one of two 

potential outcomes in H2, yet the effect of the cyber signal alone on dispute dy-

namics in this instance cannot be empirically verified, and thus neither can H2 be 

fulfilled outright, the question of whether or not cyber signaling can impact inter-

state relations, for the time being, unanswered. To avoid assuming that this one 

episode of the Indo-Pakistani dispute can be taken as constitutive of an entire and 

lengthy conflict, however, I now turn to a second period of interaction in the hope  
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that further insight may be gained from reflection of this episode against a second, 

and somewhat different strand of the dispute. 

!
Episode 2 - 2008 Indo-Pakistani Border Dispute 

  Though several years later, a second period which bears some potential 

for analysis in this long running dispute can also be described as falling within a 

charged context - occurring less than a month after the Mumbai Terror Attacks of 

November 2008. It is of particular interest as rather than the challenger signaling 

resolve through cyber means, this time the target can be seen to signal its com-

mitment to resistance through the use of cyber force of greater severity than in 

first episode detailed in this work. In retaliation against a militarized incident not 

recorded in the MID data-set - in which Indian Air Force jets violated Pakistani 

airspace - before actioning any militarized response, Pakistan first responded to 

India’s show of force with a crippling denial of service cyber strike, which forced 

offline public transportation websites on the 25th of December, a nationally ob-

served holiday. This was followed by the mobilization of Pakistani troops, relo-

cated in their thousands from the western border with Afghanistan, to the eastern 

border with India(Global Security, 2008:online), yet saw no similar or reciprocal 

action taken by the Indian government, and by the zero-sum terms set out in 

Schultz’s bargaining model, represented a further loss, at the least in reputation, 

for Indian foreign policy decision takers. Figure 4. overleaf, replicates this pattern 

of interaction. 

  With respect to the hypotheses, it would appear that this episode again 

confirms the interchangeable use of militarized and cyber means in signaling tac 
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tics during disputes, albeit with the cyber interaction once again backed up by a 

militarized display of force. While this fulfills H1, it once more leaves question 

marks over H2 - Pakistan’s successful denial of service attack on Indian trans-

portation websites was publicly acknowledged and most definitely highly visible 

to the Indian populace, yet it was the mobilization of Pakistani troops toward the 

Indian border which generated the more drastic impact, certainly in terms of 

statements made in the accompanying news media reports in which reports of the 

troops amassing on the border were given greater prominence(Global Security, 

2008:online; Oppel and Masood, 2008:online). In terms of actual impact to Indo-

Pakistani relations, similarly to the first episode considered in this analysis, a war 

of words took place, with declarations of their readiness to resort to the use of 

force made by both sides, though fortunately, the worst of these scenarios - all out 

conflict - did not come to pass despite lingering hostility(Ibid). Thus, once more, 

H2 is only partially fulfilled, and cannot be accepted outright. 

  How then do the two episodes compare? Interestingly, in contrast to the 

first episode investigated in this case study, the number of MIDs experienced in 

the six calendar months preceding and following this bout decrease significantly 

from the figure of nineteen to nine, with only eight MIDs in the latter half of 

2008, and one towards the start of 2009. Again differently, however, the number 

of cyber incidents in the same period increases from none to two - both falling in 

the month previous, around the time of the Mumbai terror attacks, as India sought 

to castigate Pakistan for its perceived support of Islamist militant groups operating 

on Indian soil, and Pakistan retaliated virtually in kind with its own series of web-

site defacements(Valeriano and Maness, 2015c). 
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  Does the difference in circumstances, and tactics, for each episode offer 

some explanation as to why in one circumstance joint cyber and militarized sig-

naling practices appeared to escalate the dispute, while in the other restrain it to-

ward negotiation and mediation? True enough, on both occasions cyber tactics 

prefaced the adoption of hostile military actions, yet arguably, the situation of 

episode one amongst MIDs can be seen to render it more pervasively hostile, with 

the prospect of all-out conflict so much more real than in the time-frame sur-

rounding the second episode. 

  This is not to say, however, that cyber tactics are lost entirely in 

circumstances with greater military interaction, rather, that the contextual settings 

in both episodes play a crucial role in amplifying or detracting from the impact of 

the cyber signal. Indeed, as the first cyber strike between the states, use of this 

technology in a tactical capacity was perhaps still in it’s infancy for both India and 

Pakistan, and as such the lesser amount of cyber interaction surrounding the first 

episode of interaction studied should not overly detract from the gravity of this 

sequence of events. On the other hand, hitting transportation websites with a de-

nial of service strike during a national holiday is a particularly noticeable form of 

cyber strike with regard to the effect on India’s own domestic population, and the 

drastic rise in tensions this has the potential to inflame would raise the stakes of 

the dispute, at least indirectly, with an enraged population far more likely to exert 

pressure on their government to exact some form of revenge. In comparison to 

first episode, thus, disrupting a key public service platform had the potential to 

send a far clearer commitment to follow through on Pakistani military officials’ 

various oaths to robustly defend Pakistan’s interests and territory(Oppel and Ma- 
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sood, 2008:online), as well as simultaneously creating a psychological impact on 

the Indian population. Arguably such a brazen manoeuvre, which risked inflaming 

Indian public sentiment, could apply further pressure to the Indian Government, 

for whom further escalation of the dispute, or a further public increase in hostility, 

could lock decision makers into a spiral towards open conflict. 

 In short, this chapter has sought to assess what influence potential cyber-

signals may have had on the Indo-Pakistani cyber dispute, using Schultz’s theoret-

ical model of signals in crisis bargaining as a guide, and deploying a brief quanti-

tative analysis to piece together a picture of the strategic context in which inter-

state relations between the dyad were conducted. While not providing outright 

evidence of impactful cyber-signals, the use of cyber tac- tics in this case and in a 

signaling capacity at the very least, represents grounds for further exploration of 

the concept across alternative contexts. 

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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Chapter 4: Investigating Coercive Disputes: South Korea - Japan Case Study 

  Reporting on anti-Japan protests in Seoul during March 2005, BBC 

News reporter Charles Scanlon observed, “Visitors to South Korea could be for-

given for thinking the country was on the verge of war. Newspaper headlines ac-

cuse Japan of a new invasion for claiming sovereignty over a cluster of disputed 

islands. Overwhelmed by fury, protesters have sliced off fingers, set themselves 

on fire, and in one case committed suicide by jumping off a bridge”(BBC News, 

2005:online). As noted in previous chapters, precious few issues are as intractable, 

emotive or symbolically laden as disputed territories(Vasquez and Valeriano, 

2008), and although not the soul issue at stake in the South Korea-Japanese con-

flict, the outpouring of fury and hysteria described by Scanlon encapsulates the 

potent and bitter enmity engendered by the many eruptions of contention experi-

enced between these two states over the intervening years since World War Two. 

This chapter follows the same template as that of the Indo-Pakistani case study, 

engaging in a brief overview of the South Korea-Japan relationship, and it’s his-

torical legacy, prior to evaluating through statistical and qualitative means the pat-

terns of behaviour of these states during an interstate dispute, with the aim of de-

termining to what effect cyber signaling practices are deployed in periods of cri-

sis. 

!
!
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Explaining the South Korea-Japan Relationship 

The territorial dispute concerning the Tokdo Islands, as they are known in South 

Korea, or Takeshima, in Japan, is, as alluded to in the introduction, part of a wider 

issue of controversy rooted in Japanese colonial occupation of the Korean penin-

sula for some years prior to and during the Second World War, and compounded 

by the failure, as perceived by South Korea, of Japanese leaders to “fully atone for 

Japanese actions during the Second World War”(King and Taylor, 2016:115-6). 

Highlighted as the “key site of the history-spiral between Japan and South 

Korea”(Ibid:114), a “perennial irritant”(Scanlan, 2005:online); and 

“tinderbox”(Takahashi, 2005:1), the Tokdo/Takeshima Islands can be argued to 

embody connotations of historical animosity, and from the South Korean perspec-

tive, injustice. Indeed, as Chung Dong-young, the chairman of South Korea’s Na-

tional Security Council said of Japan’s repeated claims to the Islands, “[T]his is 

not simply a territorial issue, but is nothing short of a denial of the history of our 

national liberation as well as a justification of past aggression”(BBC News, 2005). 

While previously there has been some successful attempts at cooperation with re-

gard to the territorial dispute, as Valencia cautions, though the Japan-South Korea 

fisheries agreement of 1985 allowed Japanese fisherman to operate within South 

Korean territorial waters, the post-WWII ‘Peace Line’ boundary which granted 

South Korea authority of the seas up to 200 nautical miles outwards from its coast 

and banned Japanese vessels from returning to the waters surrounding the penin-

sula “has not been formally withdrawn” and could yet be reinforced, should the 

rival claims of sovereignty over the Tokdo/Takeshima Islands continue to threaten 

further conflict between the states(2007:141-2). Thus, after a fashion, the issue of  
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the Tokdo/Takeshima territories remains somewhat precariously balanced, repre-

senting on the one hand, as Koo observes, “one of the most fundamental barriers 

to better bilateral relations”, yet has been “contained” and “repeatedly prevented... 

from escalating into a full-scale diplomatic crisis” through close economic inter-

dependence(2005:online). 

  However, reading further into the 2005 statement from Chung Dong- 

young, chairman of South Korea’s National Security Council, it can also be posit-

ed that although a significant issue in it’s own right, the territorial dispute sur-

rounding the Tokdo/Takeshima Islands is inseparably bound to the legacy of 

Japan’s colonial past in South Korea. Quite simply, as Kimura posits, conflicts 

involving South Korea and Japan “are not simply concerned with historical facts 

but rather with perceptions”(in Söderberg [Ed], 2011:21), indeed it is arguable 

that “international relations of Northeast Asia are seemingly being held hostage to 

history”(King and Taylor, 2016:111). While it is therefore unsurprising that rival 

claims over these small islands inflame such hostile responses as those document-

ed above, it would also be a mistake to overlook the associated if less overtly in-

flammatory or militarized issues which spring from the period in which Japan oc-

cupied the Korean peninsula, committing crimes such as the forced sexual en-

slavement of ‘comfort women’ for Japanese soldiers, and the subsequent failure to 

fully acknowledge publicly or take responsibility for such actions(Ibid:115-6). 

  In short, ergo, I will follow commentators such as Takahashi in my own 

analysis, recognizing that bouts of hostility fueled by South Korean anger towards 

questions of atonement, Japanese revisions to or the removal of historical war-

time atrocities in school textbooks, alongside symbolic visits to contentious war  
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shrines, find a focal point in the ongoing Tokdo/Takeshima Islands dispute, which 

can in turn be conceived of as representing a “microcosm of Japan's brutal colo-

nial occupation”(2005:2) as I move forwards into analysis. 

!
Analysis 

In statistical terms the South Korea-Japan coercive cyber dispute is in some re-

gards remarkably different, in others unexpectedly similar to that of the disruptive 

Indo-Pakistani conflict. Where the latter represented one of the longest running 

and frequently active disputes of its type in the DCID, the coercive dispute con-

ducted by South Korea and Japan also contains more incidents than the mean 

number recorded both across the data-set and within coercive disputes separately, 

yet falls far short of the number experienced in the previous case study, as shown 

overleaf in Table 3 and Figure 5. 

A similar pattern is evident also in dispute intensity levels, where South Korea 

and Japan accrue a higher number of days per incident than is the mean amount 

experienced again across the entire data-set and coercive disputes themselves. Un-

like many of the other cyber disputes contained in the same coercive sample, 

South Korea and Japan have enjoyed a greater rate of success in their targeted cy-

ber objectives - at a rate of 75 per cent in comparison to 54 - and likewise have 

acknowledged or accepted culpability for the cyber strikes they have actioned on 

every occasion as opposed to the mean rate of 49 per cent in coercive disputes, 

and 37 in all cyber disputes of DCID more generally. 

One particular item of note, however, concerns the much lower level of severity 

generated by South Korea and Japan’s cyber dispute. Where the mean level across  
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coercive disputes - regarded as the more severe form of cyber interaction(Valeri-

ano and Maness, 2015c) - is equatable to the widespread compromise of, or theft 

from critical networks(at a score of 3.54), cyber operations instigated by both 

South Korea and Japan tended towards being disruptive and harassing in nature, 

involving denial of service and defacement actions against websites. Intriguingly 

despite this lower than anticipated severity score for cyber interaction, the South 

Korea-Japan dyad do not, within the same time-frame, engage in a particularly 

high number of MIDs, registering only six which mainly involving aerial displays 

of force, with fighter jets scrambled to patrol the area around contested Island 

chain. Previously in this dissertation work the pattern between cyber disputes of 

lower severity tending to experience a greater number of militarized incidents 

than their high severity counterparts, has been though of as perhaps indicative of 

states adopting militarized means to communicate resolve or anger during crisis 

periods without escalating issues in the cyber realm, yet following this train of 

thought, either the reasoning behind this logic is, for this case flawed and the 

trend in the statistics is purely coincidental; or the South Korea-Japan dispute rep-

resents an outlier with regard to coercive cyber disputes in terms of severity. 

  However, given the emotionally charged terms of the Tokdo/Takeshima 

dispute, as outlined in the overview above, it is entirely possible that the contextu-

al dynamics unique to the South Korea-Japan rivalry may shed some light on why 

seemingly less damaging cyber strikes can still wreak a serious impact on the rival 

states, particularly where the terms of dispute are so loaded. This potential avenue 

for deeper research forms the basis of the episode-based analysis below. 
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Episode 1 - 2005 Tokdo/Takeshima Island Dispute 

  Though not chronologically the first malicious cyber interaction between 

South Korea and Japan, the period surrounding the 2005 uptick in the Tokdo/

Takeshima issue represents the best opportunity to examine patterns of behaviour, 

and potential signaling in their coercive dispute, through both cyber and milita-

rized means. In no small part this is due to the four militarized incidents and one 

cyber strike carried out between the eighth and twentieth of March, of which the 

only cyber and two of the militarized incidents were instigated by Japan, the re-

maining two MIDs initiated by South Korea(Valeriano and Maness, 2015c). The 

spark for this somewhat unanticipated burst of hostilities can be found, as Koo 

notes, in Japan's proposed inaugural ‘Takeshima Day’ on the twenty-second of 

February, a particularly inflammatory move given that this date coincided with the 

“centennial anniversary of the issuance in 1905 of a prefectural ordinance that had 

incorporated the islands as Japanese territory”, a precursor to the full invasion and 

colonization of the Korean peninsula five years later(2005:online). 

  Shortly afterwards, and in response to protests from both the South Kore- 

an civilian population and government - who demanded “genuine reflection and 

an apology”(Scanlon, BBC News, 2005:online) - on the eight of March Japanese 

fighter jets conducted a display of aerial force above the disputed grounds, trig-

gering, as visualized in Figure 6, overleaf, a cycle of retaliatory displays of aerial 

force which, though initiated by Japan, was mirrored by South Korea until culmi-

nating in the cyber vandalism of South Korean governmental websites, at which 

point, with no further hostile interaction in the following calendar month, this par-

ticular period of the dispute can be seen to end. Excluding those involved in the  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dispute pattern outlined in Figure 6, in the six months prior to and following this 

rupture between South Korea and Japan, no militarized or cyber incidents took 

place prior to the eighth of March, while only two militarized incidents occurred 

in the aftermath, almost four months later in July, involving yet another series of 

reciprocal aerial militarized alerts initiated by Japan in the first instance, South 

Korea in the second, and after which no further MIDs occurred until well into 

2006(Kenwick et al, 2013). 

  How do these events measure against the criteria set out in the hy-

potheses? H1 is again fulfilled, with cyber tactics deployed interchangeably by 

Japan alongside militarized displays of force in it’s sequence of signaling mea-

sures. In terms of repercussions or impact to relations between the states, damage 

was done - following Schultz’s model, in relative terms South Korea can be seen 

to lose this round of the crisis bargaining game, taking no further escalatory action 

and standing down in the wake of the Japanese cyber strike, despite the outpour-

ing of anger expressed by the domestic South Korean population. Further, as re-

ported on by news organizations including the BBC, during the immediate after-

math the South Korean foreign minister canceled a planned state visit to Japan, 

whilst culture activities including football matches and exchange programmes 

were also called off, with the South Korean government quoted as stating “it con-

siders sovereignty over the islands as more important than good relations with 

Japan”(Scanlon, BBC News, 2005:online). On the Japanese side, as Takahashi 

notes, “Foreign Minister Machimura Nobutaka said Tokyo would find it difficult 

to resume stalled talks quickly on signing a free-trade agreement with South Ko-

rea this year” in lieu of the renewed hostilities(2005:1). Yet contrary to the senti- 
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ment behind these statements, no retaliatory cyber or militarized measures were 

taken in response to this offensive tactic, which on the surface would seem to in-

dicate its efficacy in communicating the strength of Japanese commitment to firm-

ly defend its position in the debate surrounding the disputed Islands. 

  On the other hand, it has been suggested elsewhere that the defacement 

of South Korean government websites was of little influence to the continuation 

of the aerial displays and rather, it was at the behest of their mutual ally, the Unit-

ed States of America, that South Korea and Japan drew a halt to 

hostilities(Maness and Valeriano, in Friis and Ringsmose[Eds], 2016:56; see also 

Palmer et al. 2015). However, as far as can be seen in the CoW MID data-set, and 

within the scope of this work, no further militarized incident is recorded to have 

taken place for almost four months in the aftermath of the Japanese cyber strike in 

this 2005 conflict episode. Therefore, whilst I do not seek to completely contradict 

the argument outlined by these scholars, or undermine the mediating role played 

by the US in seeking to calm the situation, I believe the cessation of displays of 

force in the wake of Japan’s cyber strike does raise the possibility that there may 

have been some impact associated with this cyber signal, at the very least in the 

short term. In fact, when considered alongside such crucial contextual features as 

the outpouring of ferocity witnessed by Scanlan in the anti-Japanese protests 

which represented a prelude to this bout of conflict, in acting so publicly, Japan 

deployed a cyber tactic which exerted a huge psychological impact on the target 

population - who in turn, in their anger exerted pressure on their leaders to take 

punitive action - and in doing so showed a willingness to push the South Korean  
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government to the brink of being locked into inevitable escalation to war, as envi-

sioned by Schultz(2012:371) 

  Thus, it would appear that H2 can be considered in this instance fulfilled 

- while the cyber tactic was used after militarized interaction and cannot be judged 

independently of this context, it was nonetheless visible to the target state popu-

lace, acknowledged by the perpetrators and effectively forced the South Korean 

government into a position from which they would have to retaliate and risk out-

right hostilities, or engage, as was the option selected, in some form of negotia-

tion(Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan, 2005:online). Regardless, this bout of 

interaction does not represent the sole period of conflict in the Japan - South Ko-

rea dispute, and as such, after comparison with an earlier period of animosity, the 

opportunity for further reflection on the matter will follow presently. 

!
Episode 2 - 2004 “cyber-imjinwaeran” Dispute 

  In stark contrast to the episode outlined above, during this 2004 cyber 

scrap neither South Korea or Japan resorted to the use of militarized tactics - in-

deed, nor, in the 6 months either side of the event, were any MIDs recorded in the 

CoW data-set(Kenwick et al., 2013). Instead, and most unusually, official state 

responses during the flare up were limited to condemnations of the rival govern-

ment’s actions and retaliatory bouts of denial of service at- tacks against official 

state websites over the course of a week between the seventh and fourteenth of 

January(Valeriano and Maness, 2015c). After a rather more oblique fashion, the 

issue driving this round of hostility can also be seen as being linked to the Tokdo/

Takeshima Islands dispute, centering specifically on the publication by South Ko- 
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rea of stamps commemorating the Tokdo Islands, all 2.2 million of which were 

sold out in around three hours, and to which Japanese officials swiftly proposed a 

rival ‘Takeshima Islands’ edition as nationalist protests engulfed both states(Va-

lencia, 2005:79). 

  For this episode then, no interchangeable use of cyber and militarized 

signals or tactics can be recorded and as such H1 is unfulfilled. Instead, as is evi-

dent in Figure 7, overleaf, a hostile bout of cyber interaction through retaliatory 

denial of service attacks served to communicate both states’ resolve to defend 

their claims, dubbed “the “cyber-imjinwaeran,” referring to the Korean-Japanese 

war of 1592-98”(Koo, 2005:online). After greater inspection of the strategic envi-

ronment in which South Korea and Japan were operating at this moment in time, 

in truth it is questionable in this instance if there was any prospect for militarized 

spillover - though angered by one anothers actions attempts were made by both 

sides to prevent the rising hostility from transferring to open militarized interac-

tion: Japan, for example, prevented several of its own citizens from landing on the 

disputed Islands against the wishes of the South Korean authorities, while the then 

South Korean president, Roh Moo Hyun, also sought to defuse anti-Japan 

protests(Koo, 2005:online). With important multi-party talks led by the US re-

garding North Korea’s nuclear ambitions on the horizon, and increased economic 

interdependence in the wake of their 2003 free trade agreement it is conceivable 

both states were prepared to find a negotiated settlement of the issue in order to 

prevent wider damage to relations, and able to gauge from the fierce reactions of 

their respective domestic constituencies to the uptick that any further escalation 

could potentially lock leaders into an escalatory conflict spiral - or result in drastic  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backlash should leaders attempt to defuse the situation at a later date(Ibid). As 

such, when set against the criteria laid out in H2 it would appear that the use cyber 

of cyber-signals did in this dispute have a clear impact on dispute dynamics, were 

both visible to target populations and acknowledged by perpetrating states, and 

thus H2 is also fulfilled. 

  Drawing towards a conclusion of this portion of analysis, in comparing 

this episode to that which was carried out a year later in 2005, and indeed to those 

from the Indo-Pakistani dispute of the previous chapter, several key points arise 

for consideration to take forwards, chief among which is the apparent inconsisten-

cy in the effect which the least severe Japanese cyber strike appeared to extol in 

an erstwhile militarized clash with South Korea in 2005. For the Indo-Pakistani 

dispute it is arguable that the cyber event of greater severity was that which car-

ried greater weight, or exerted a more noticeable impact on dispute dynamics 

when deployed in conjuncture with militarized incidents. On the one hand this 

suggests that the matter of context, or circumstantial variables once again threaten 

to overshadow distinctions in cyber means and tactics - though a bitter dispute in 

its own right, at no point during the episodes covered in the Indo-Pakistani dispute 

were there reports matching the level of protest(including suicide, self-immolation 

and self-harm, Scanlon, 2005:online) as in the 2005 South Korean anti-Japanese 

demonstrations. Nevertheless it is also plausible that the relatively more minor 

skirmish from 2004, conducted purely through cyber means by South Korea and 

Japan itself paved the way for such considerably heightened tensions between the 

states, so that when MIDs did finally break out the following year, there were sev-

eral in a short space of time which escalated to the use of tactics with which the  
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2004 online skirmish was carried out - highly visible cyber strikes which would 

antagonize an already impassioned South Korean population and raise the stakes 

of the issue towards the real prospect of outright escalation to conflict. 

  By way of conclusion, this chapter has focused on the coercive cyber 

dispute conducted by South Korea and Japan over the contested Tokdo/Takeshima 

Island chain. Again, as with the Indo-Pakistani dispute, though both hypotheses 

could not be fulfilled across all episodes analyzed in this section, there existed 

definite indications of cyber signaling practices influencing dispute dynamics dur-

ing both the 2004 and 2005 surges of hostility. Thus, looking forwards, a final 

comparison of these cases might shed greater light still on the question of what 

impact cyber-signals exert on interstate disputes in the forthcoming examination 

of the last form of cyber conflict to be assessed - the U.S.-China cyber espionage 

dispute. 

!
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Chapter 5: Investigating Espionage Driven Disputes: United States of America - 

People’s Republic of China Case Study 

  As noted from the outset, this form of cyber dispute is, on paper at 

least, the most challenging to align with the concept of state signaling in interstate 

disputes. By their very nature, cyber strikes actioned for the purpose of espionage 

are secretive affairs - if visible, or indeed announced or publicly acknowledged in 

some way prematurely by the perpetrators they are hardly likely to succeed in 

compromising secure networks and obtaining their target information. Despite 

this, and though few and far between, there is some evidence of the deployment of 

cyber-signals in the US-China espionage dispute, which for the purposes of ana-

lytical clarity has been reduced from 43 incidents to the 12 incidents concerning 

attempts at cyber espionage, or defence from cyber espionage, which revolve 

around access to military networks and information, inclusive of defence contrac-

tors and civilian DoD systems, in order to enable greater context-specific analysis. 

The structure of this chapter follows thus - after a short sketch of existing 

thoughts on the matter of US-Chinese relations and the impact of cyber espionage 

from the academic, news and defence communities, it will proceed to a statistical 

and qualitative examination of the episodes in which US-China cyber interactions, 

for all their secrecy, may be seen to replicate something of a signaling practice, 

before finally drawing from both previous analytical chapters and cases to reflect 

on where states may use cyber means to signal to one another during crises, yet  
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also what actual impact these cyber-signals may have on dispute dynamics across 

a variety of different contexts and circumstances. 

!
Sino-American Relations and the Cyber Espionage Dispute 

  Much has been written about the ongoing cyber interactions of the Unit- 

ed States of America and People’s Republic of China - “by far the world’s most 

cyber-active dyad”(Pytlak and Mitchell, in Friis and Ringsmose[Eds], 2016:77). 

In a way this is unsurprising, for as Jensen, Valeriano and Maness allude to, given 

that the participants include China “the most active cyber instigator in the in-

ternational system” and the US - one of the few states to conduct “an impactful 

denial cyber coercive incident”(2016 - forthcoming) - this espionage laden dispute 

can be thought of as particularly significant. On the other hand, unlike either of 

the previous cases covered in this work, there does not exist, in the same sense, a 

turbulent ongoing enmity rooted in historical conflict between these states which 

could prolong feelings of hostility singularly between the two states - rather, as 

Gompert and Libicki note, if at all, the US and China would most likely be drawn 

into conflict through events in the South or East China Sea, for example with US 

escalation or intervention perhaps through defensive commitments to an ally such 

as Japan; to prevent the seizure by China of disputed islands or the enforcement of 

the controversial Chinese ‘air-defence identification zone’(2014:9- 10). 

  In cyber terms, Maness and Valeriano suggest, the driving force behind 

the ongoing US-China cyber dispute can be understood from the Chinese perspec-

tive as an urgent need to address the imbalance between its own cyber and con-

ventional capabilities in order to catch up to the international hegemon - the Unit- 
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ed States - with cyber espionage representing an opportunity for China to ensure 

that then technological gulf between the US and itself does not grow too large(in 

Friis and Ringsmose[Eds], 2016:49). Part of the problem of associated with this, 

however, is that “Chinese strategists have accused the United States of launching 

similar espionage campaigns, and therefore assume that the utilization of cyber 

tactics is now part of the normal relations range between states,” and thus, with 

little inclination to think otherwise, the potential for escalation is misread - “For 

China, the concept of spill-over from the cyber to the conventional arena is ex-

pected”(Ibid). Moreover, as Lindsay, Cheung and Reveron point out, the distinc-

tion between forms of cyber espionage, or at least “American attempts to articu-

late the difference between the political-military targets of U.S. cyber espionage 

and the economic targets of Chinese espionage... have tended to fall on deaf 

ears”(2015:online), thereby frustrating attempts to build some form of consensus 

around what can be considered acceptable cyber behaviour, what is a viable de-

fensive tactic, and what is economic or intellectual property theft. 

  As a result, as Lindsay warns, “Cyber operations and the rhetorical 

reactions to them on both sides of the Pacific have undermined trust in the Sino- 

American relationship”(2015:8), indeed, the entire relationship between the states, 

write Pytlak and Mitchell, is accurately “described as an uneasy balance of coop-

eration and competition, with each of those terms carrying more or less weight at 

different moments over the last half century”(in Friis and Ringsmose[Eds], 

2016:77). Thus, in carrying these insights onward into the following analysis sec-

tion of this chapter, I hope to establish where these issues of competition are made  
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manifest through cyber interaction, and the communication of resolve for both 

states’ respective positions. 

!
Analysis 

  In statistical terms, it is more than fair to describe the US-China 

espionage dispute as one of the largest, and most severe of all those captured in 

the DCID data-set While China is without doubt the more aggressive, or active, of 

the two disputing states - with 36 of the 43 dyadic interactions attributed to Chi-

nese state hackers - both sides have initiated cyber strikes of startlingly sophisti-

cated and damaging capacity. As outlined in Table 4, overleaf, with a total of 43 

incidents between them, alone the US-China account for approximately 26 per 

cent of the incidents contained within the DCID data-set, as well as more than half 

of all recorded incidents in espionage disputes. Unsurprisingly with such a high 

number of incidents the dispute intensity score is strikingly low in comparison to 

the data-set as a whole and espionage driven disputes more generally, with only 

110.42 days per dispute(against 228.47 for all disputes, and 402.30 for espionage 

conflicts), though this figure does rise to 395.67 when the US-Chinese cyber in-

teraction is reduced to focus solely on the twelve cases of espionage related to 

militarized networks and contractors. Ranked in the DCID data-set as having a 

severity of five across the wider US-Chinese dispute, equatable to the attempted 

destruction of a critical network(Valeriano and Maness, 2015c), it is safe to say 

that this dispute is of greater severity in terms of the cyber tactics used and dam-

age inflicted than either of the previous cases selected for closer analysis here, 

also dwarfing the mean severity level from the entire DCID data-set and across  
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espionage disputes, even for the final sample of twelve military-espionage dis-

putes. Interestingly however, the number of MIDs recorded between this dyad 

rank at only five, so that despite their vastly greater volume of cyber interactions, 

in militaristic terms there is little to separate this case with that of the South Ko-

rea-Japan series of displays of force. 

  In terms of the rate of success of these cyber strikes, roughly three-

quarters of the cyber espionage incidents achieved their target objectives - out  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stripping the mean level of both the espionage and all disputes by fifteen per cent 

- while once more, damage tended as in all cases towards being of direct and im-

mediate impact. Again, not unexpectedly, espionage driven disputes show a much 

lower rate of state acknowledgment or acceptance than the mean score across all 

disputes in the DCID data-set, and while the US- China dispute records at first 

glance, in the matter of military espionage it is no exception, with only a quarter 

of incidents admitted by the participating states. Nevertheless, slender though this 

rate of state transparency is when it comes to claiming espionage cyber strikes, a 

key component in communicating a signal, there are reasonable grounds for fur-

ther examination of those few incidents which have been openly accepted by the 

state level perpetrators, and which form the subject of the forthcoming qualitative 

analyses. 

!
Episode of Interest – 2010 Military Espionage 

  As can be seen in Fig 8, overleaf, even slimmed down to only those 

incidents concerning military and defence networks, the US-China Espionage dis-

pute is a complex affair, with many long-running, advanced persistent threat cyber 

operations which overlap, and in some places are - at the time of writing - ongo-

ing. Within these 12 incidents, as uncovered in a recent piece of research by 

Jensen, Valeriano and Maness, are two of the “most impactful cyber coercive in-

cidents” recorded to date - the ‘Boxing Rumble’ incident of 2008 - 2010, a defen-

sive denial operation launched by the US against Chinese espionage directed at 

the Departments of Defense(DoD) network, which led to the suspension of opera-

tions against the DoD through “changing the cost-benefit calculus of launching  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cyber coercive methods” by essentially flooding any would-be attackers’ networks 

with a “denial of service barrage”(2016 - forthcoming). And secondly, in addition, 

on China’s part there was also a highly successful raid on the Lockheed Martin 

defence contractor’s schematics for the F35 fighter jet, contained in the DoD’s 

network, which given the highly sensitive “top secret” nature of the material 

stolen, can be counted as a significant blow to the target and a significant gain for 

those in China seeking to close the technological gulf in military capacity through 

espionage(Ibid). 

  The episode of the dispute most relevant to this work, however, occurs 

after the successes of the US’ defensive ‘Boxing Rumble’ and China’s theft of the 

Lockheed Martin F35 fighter jet plans, revolving instead around a sequence of 

cyber interactions which took place almost precisely a year after the Lockheed 

Martin theft, where China initiated a renewed attack on the US military complex - 

this time through the hacking of US National Security email systems - and the US 

some weeks later launched and publicly acknowledged a new defensive operation 

‘Buckshot Yankee’, a virus aimed at comprising the networks of those who at-

tempted to intrude and steal information from the Pentagon’s system, similarly to 

‘Boxing Rumble’ by raising the costs incurred through retaliation(Valeriano and 

Maness, 2015c; illustrated overleaf, in Figure 9). Though without any militarized 

overspill or interaction within the time-frame of six months on either side of the 

events themselves, this episode can be seen, if only by the intentions behind it, to 

represent something close to an attempted cyber signaling pattern, with the US 

response to Chinese espionage designed to demonstrate both resistance to the 

Chinese challenge and resolve in their own position. 
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  Ultimately, following the logic of Schultz’s model of signals in crisis 

bargaining, in simple terms the US can be seen to have lost out in this bout of in-

teraction with China, failing to counter-escalate against China’s ongoing military 

cyber espionage, despite a further four cyber strikes over the subsequent four 

years, in addition to the ongoing hacking of US national security emails cyber in-

cident which started this particular episode of cyber conflict. 

  Did this episode therefore translate into an event with meaningful impact 

on US-China relations? Arguably not. While offensive Chinese cyber strikes con-

tinued - the next almost flaunting the defensive objective of ‘Buckshot Yankee’ by 

raiding 24,000 sensitive files directly from the Pentagon’s network - the US, con-

trary to its stated aims of raising the costs of cyber espionage through retaliation, 

and condemnation of further malicious cyber strikes, demonstrated a remarkable 

restraint, in not taking punitive countermeasures(Valeriano and Maness, 2015b).  

  Thus, it is difficult to see how in this case how the US’ attempted cyber 

signaling through operation Buckshot Yankee exerted any particular impact on the 

dynamics at play in the US-China Espionage Dispute. Even despite the success of 

operations such as the ‘Boxing Rumble’ Chinese hackers were not deterred ulti-

mately from attempting to gain access to and filter information from networks 

concerning the US military, or defence technology development firms, arguably 

switching targets from those networks the US did manage to successfully defend, 

but not relinquishing the overall aim to overcome American military and techno-

logical advantages through cyber theft. Ergo, in lieu of evidence to the contrary, 

for this episode, neither of the hypotheses can be accepted - cyber tactics were not 

deployed interchangeably with militarized alternatives, nor did the publicly ac- 
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knowledged cyber operation ‘Buckshot Yankee’ wreak any escalatory or restrain-

ing impact on the cyber espionage dispute dynam- ics. Consequently, H1 and H2 

are rejected, and the null hypotheses fulfilled for each. 

!
Comparing Cyber-signals Across Cases 

  What then can be said of the differences in contexts, motivations and 

actions during these three interstate disputes with regard to cyber signaling prac-

tices? Overall this dissertation unearths a mixed picture of the impact of cyber 

signaling on interstate dispute dynamics, with no clear or consistent patterns of 

behaviour common to all three kinds of conflicts - where militarized and cyber 

incidents were so fully intertwined in the Indo-Pakistani dispute as to fulfill H1 in 

both episodes studied, that very closeness and inseparability of militarized from 

cyber-signals also negated the possibility of verifying H2 outright. For South Ko-

rea and Japan, on the other hand, in both instances there was an impact associated 

with their cyber-signals - though different in each episode - yet militarized and 

cyber tactics were not deployed interchangeably across the dispute and as such H2 

was accepted while H1 went unfulfilled overall. In contrast to either of the above, 

despite the potential for impactful signaling in the US-China espionage dispute, 

neither H1, nor H2 could be fulfilled - cyber and militarized tactics were not oper-

ationalized alongside one another, and in the event of an attempted cyber signal 

from the US there was no measurable impact on Chinese actions in the ongoing 

dispute. 

  Where does this leave the investigation of cyber signaling practices this 

dissertation set out to accomplish? In short it demonstrates the uneven variability  
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of the tactic - where some cyber-signals generated the kind of impact posited at 

the start of this research, were of positive outcome in that they restrained disputes 

between states by pushing both parties toward negotiation, or were of negative 

result - escalating hostility rather than constraining it - yet others yielded negligi-

ble influence to the ongoing conduct of cyber contests. By the same token, how-

ever, in writing the above I could equally observe the same of militarized signals, 

which in the selected case studies were of mixed outcome also - some of negligi-

ble impact and some escalatory or restraining ilk. 

  Certainly, there are issues which may undermine or influence the effect 

of any given signal – as Maness and Valeriano note, the fact that so many cyber 

disputes are conducted between regional dyads implies that territorial issues or 

contention over regional policies may play a role in their own right in exacerbat-

ing, even instigating hostile cyber interaction(in Friis and Ringsmose[Eds], 

2016:57). Indeed, history too, after the same fashion can be argued to colour the 

terms of dispute, and determine at least in part, how a signal, cyber or otherwise 

may be received – as noted by Pytlak and Mitchell in comparing Sino-Japanese 

and Sino-American interactions to conclude that despite being of lesser severity, 

historic Sino-Japanese animosity rendered their cyber interactions more antago-

nistic(in Friis and Ringsmose[Eds], 2016:79). Similarly the extreme reactions 

documented in the South Korea-Japan dispute vindicate Gibler and Hutchison 

when they highlight the importance of territorial issue saliency in exacerbating the 

effects of the audience cost mechanism(2013:882). Arguably, though playing an 

important role in the signaling process, such contextual considerations as these do  
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not overshadow or undermine the act in itself, rather they influence how it is re-

ceived and by extension, what impact it has. 

  Essentially, then, it would appear the success, or ability of a signal to 

exert a non-negligible impact on a dispute could be argued to come down to a va-

riety of factors, yet is unequivocally dependent on the context in which it is deliv-

ered - for example, with particular reference to the fevered atmospheres of the 

Indo-Pakistani and South Korea-Japan disputes it is nearly impossible to judge if 

the measures adopted by the respective governments in authorizing cyber strikes 

would have had the same meaning or exacted the same response in an atmosphere 

or situation which was not so volatile. 

  I have not tried to simply explore or argue how signaling practices can 

work - as is shown above for both cyber and militarized forms of signaling there 

are plenty of circumstances in which they do not impart an impact – rather, to 

suggest that through misperception or miscalculation crises can escalate, or equal-

ly, through demonstrating the possibility of spiraling conflict, signals may restrain 

hostile interstate relations. On the basis of the conclusions reached here, while not 

fully confirmed across all cases it is conceivable that cyber-signals carry some 

impact, when issue saliency, or an embittered historical legacy, combines with 

public acknowledgment and cyber strikes visible to their respective target popu-

laces to create the circumstances conducive to triggering the audience cost mech-

anism which underpins Schultz’s theory of signaling. 

  Thus, by choosing not to skip over context and focus on wider macro 

analysis of cyber disputes, whilst this dissertation might have sacrificed some ana-

lytical clarity or universal applicability it has been able to gain better understand- 
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ing of the role of context, history and issue saliency in formulating the circum-

stances unique to each individual case in which signaling practices can wield an 

important influence on dispute escalation or termination. 

  Drawing towards a close, this chapter has in the first instance sought to 

apply Schultz’s theory of signaling during interstate crises to the case of the US-

China cyber espionage dispute, finding that for the episode analyzed, there was no 

clear evidence of the U.S.’ cyber signal having any negligible impact on the con-

duct of further cyber interactions. As a result, in compar- ing all three case studies 

selected for analysis, it has been unable to fully conclude outright that cyber-sig-

nals are capable of influencing any dispute where they are publicly acknowledged 

and visible to domestic audiences, accepting instead that such effects are realized 

only in specific, historically-charged or impassioned environments. 
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!
!
!

Conclusion and Limitations 

  In final reflection, this dissertation research sought to probe the 

question of whether cyber-signals performed by states during periods of interstate 

crises could have significant impact on these crises, such that cyber tactics would 

be deployed alongside militarized ones as part of the same strategic spectrum. It 

has been guided by the works of past and present scholars including Fearon, Vale-

riano and Maness, Lindsay, and Gibler and Hutchison, amongst many others, and 

given analytical purchase and structure by Schultz’s theory of signaling resolve 

during periods of crisis bargaining between states(2001). Drawing from the in-

comparable resources of the Correlates of War and Dyadic Cyber Incident and 

Dispute datasets has enabled a mixed methodological approach which employed 

both basic comparative statistical and detailed qualitative analyses, as well as pro-

viding a pool from which to extract three case studies representative of their con-

stituent types of cyber disputes – a disruptive series of cyber and militarized 

clashes between India and Pakistan; a coercive conflict involving South Korea 

and Japan; and finally an espionage filled dispute featuring the United States of 

America and People’s Republic of China. 

  After much reflection and comparison between these distinct cases and 

conflicts, a partial fulfillment only of the hypotheses driving this research could 

be accepted – where evidence of impactful cyber-signals both restraining and es-

calating tensions between disputants was unearthed between South Korea and 

Japan, so too were scenarios in which cyber-signals could be seen to have little  
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impact at all on the ongoing conduct of disputes, such as that of the US and Chi-

na’s cyber espionage encounters. 

  It is therefore unsurprising that there are several limitations associated 

with this methodological approach - not least the restriction to three cases out of 

many which may have proven fruitful to analysis. Indeed, ideally there could have 

been greater and more sophisticated empirical quantitative examination of trends 

in behaviour across not only the three case study disputes, but all recorded in the 

DCID data-set, while updated militarized incidents would also have enabled fur-

ther tandem exploration of the more recent cyber incidents ongoing at the time of 

writing. Perhaps most seriously of all, however, the close focus on contextual set-

tings and factors affecting the cyber disputes selected, while useful in fully under-

standing how cyber-signals impact interstate relations, limited the extent to which 

this analysis is universally applicable or comparable - the insights gained into un-

derstanding processes which determine the efficacy of cyber tactics unique to 

their individual circumstances. Yet, despite these drawbacks, and on balance, it is 

arguable this dissertation can be considered to represent a starting point, if not a 

foundation on which to build further and deeper study of this important, oft under-

explored area of international relations. 
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Amalgamating the DCID and CoW Datasets 

!
The method used to combine these two datasets was simple and straightfor-

ward. After downloading the full MID, MII and latest version of the CoW 

codebook(4.0), I simply filtered out all of the dyads which were not includ-

ed in the Valeriano and Maness DCID.  

Once completed, I then ran through all the remaining data and cut out all 

interactions prior to 2000, the point of earliest cyber interaction recorded in 

the DCID. This left me with 18 dyads, 55 disputes and 599 militarised inci-

dents to marry up to those disputes represented in DCID.  

For my case studies, I created entirely new combined datasets which includ-

ed cyber and militarised incidents ranked chronologically, with the aim of 

enabling close inspection of the sequences of events during interstate crises, 

the details of which can be seen subsequently under the ‘Additional infor-

mation on …’ sections. 

!
!
Selecting cases 

!
In order to thoroughly examine the role of cyber interactions in conflict dy-

namics I selected from the three forms of disputes, cases with varying sever-

ity levels and interaction types, in the hope that the differing contexts may 

shed light on exactly when and how cyber signalling practices may have an 

impact on state behaviour.  

!
Selection rationale: 

Given that the aim of the research is to analyse periods of crises in which 

states signal, I removed all cases which involved below average levels of 

interaction - which reduced the sample sizes for each of the three categories 

- disruptive, coercive and espionage disputes - to five, five and six respec-

tively. 
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I then further removed those in which there were no incidences of public 

acknowledgment of the cyber strikes by the perpetrators - considered a key 

part of signalling - to arrive at the final sample of three disputes for each 

category of interaction.  

At this point I then used Microsoft Excels RAND function to draw at ran-

dom from these final sample sets one case each. 

!
The final cases:  

1. Disruption - India-Pakistan(Severity level 2, number of interactions 10) 

2. Coercion - Japan-South Korea(Severity level 2, number of interactions 

4) 

3. Espionage - US-China(Severity level 5, number of interactions 43) pat-

tern of interaction selected around Buckshot Yankee Operation - will 

look at preceding Chinese attacks pertinent to military espionage and 

subsequent responses from both sides(12 interactions in total) 

!
The final Samples from which these were drawn: 

1. For disruption based interaction : India-Pakistan; N Korea-S 

Korea(Dispute Number 42; Severity level 2; Number of Interactions 6); 

Iran-Israel(Dispute Number 20; Severity level 2; Number of Interactions 

5) 

2. For coercion based interaction: South Korea-Japan; North Korea-

South Korea(Dispute Number 43; Severity level 3; Number of Interac-

tions 3); Iran-Saudi Arabia(Dispute Number 22; Severity level 6; Num-

ber of Interactions 3) 

3. For espionage based interaction: China-Taiwan(Dispute Number 30; 

Severity level 4; Number of Interactions 4); US-China; China-

Japan(Dispute Number 36; Severity level 4; Number of Interactions 4) 

!
!
!
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Additional Information on Disruptive Disputes and the India-Pakistan 

Dispute 

!
Cyber Dispute Number 48(including incident numbers 152-161), 

 the enduring rivalry played out between India and Pakistan in cyberspace 

comprised of 10 incidents between 22 October 2001 and 1 October 2011, 6 

of which were instigated by Pakistan, 4 by India. 

Interactions were predominantly nuisance or harassment in type through the 

vandalism or defacement of websites, and in some cases denial of service 

attacks against mainly Government, non-military targets. With 12 MIDs in 

10 years, including 10 with the actual use of force, India-Pakistani military 

interactions can be described as fairly regular and low level - recording with 

a best estimate as many as 31 Indian fatalities, although precise numbers for 

both sides are in the main, unknown.   

!
Full overview of cyber and militarised interaction between India and Pak-

istan, not included in the body of work for reasons of length: 

2001 

1. MID Incident 4277002 - Instigator Pakistan -  5 October Reciprocal 

use of force in border clash, with fatalities unknown, and motivated by 

disputed territorial claims     

2. Cyber Incident 152 ‘October 2001 defacements’ - Initiator Pakistan - 

22 to 24 October. Successful disruption attack by means of vandalism, 

with government(non-military) websites defaced in show of displeasure 

at criticism of militant groups operating inside Pakistan, and Pakistani-

controlled Kashmir.   

3. MID Incident 4277003 - Instigator Pakistan - 23 to 26 October  Alert, 

show of force, no fatalities. 

4. MID Incident 4277004 - Instigator of incident India(dispute Pakistan) - 

11 to 12 November  Reciprocal use of force in border clash, with Pak-

istani fatalities unknown, Indian fatalities recorded at 5, and motivated 

by disputed territorial claims     
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2003 

5. MID Incident 4277070 - Instigator Pakistan - 28 June to 5 July Recip-

rocal use of force in border clash, with fatalities unknown, and motivat-

ed from Pakistan’s perspective by disputed territorial claims, for India 

policy change     

6. Cyber Incident 153 ‘July 2003 defacements’ - Initiator Pakistan - 12 to 

13 July Successful nuisance, disruption attack on government non-mili-

tary websites to coincide with and enhance protests over the re-opening 

of the only India-Pakistan bus service, which had been suspended in 

2001 after attack on the Indian Parliament”. 

7. MID Incident 4277071 - Instigator Pakistan - 12 to 18 July Reciprocal 

use of force in border clash, with fatalities unknown, and motivated 

from Pakistan’s perspective by disputed territorial claims, for India poli-

cy change     

8. MID Incident 4277072 - Instigator of incident India [dispute initiator 

Pakistan] - 24 July to 4 August Reciprocal use of force in border clash, 

with fatalities estimated at between 1 and 25 on both sides(precise num-

ber unknown). Motivated from India’s perspective by policy contention, 

Pakistan by disputed territorial claims. 

2008 

9. MID Incident 4585008 - Instigator Pakistan - 4 November. Border at-

tack with use of force carried out, fatalities unknown, motivated firstly 

by policy contentions and secondly by territorial claims. 

10. Cyber Incident 154 ‘November 2008 defacements’ - Initiator India - 15 

to 27 November Successful nuisance, disruption attack by means of 

government oil and gas regulatory authority website, initially intended 

to conduct cyber conflict with Pakistan, and subsequently to the Mum-

bai terror attacks beginning on the 26th of November, to seek revenge. 

11. Cyber Incident 155 ‘November 2008 defacements’ - Initiator Pakistan - 

15 to 27 November Successful reciprocal nuisance, disruption attack on 

Indian government, non-military websites by means of vandalism to 

retaliate against Indian defacement.  
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12. MID Incident 4585009 - Instigator Pakistan - 28 November Border at-

tack with use of force carried out, fatalities unknown, motivated firstly 

by policy contentions and secondly by territorial claims. 

13. Cyber Incident 156 ‘Transportation defacements’ - Initiator Pakistan -  

24 to 25 December Successful offensive strike, with the object of caus-

ing disruption, by means of transportation website defacements and 

shutdowns, in order to retaliate for the violation of Pakistani air space 

by Indian aircraft at the start of december. 

14. MID Incident 4585010 - Instigator Pakistan - 26 December  Display of 

force with fortification of border, driven by policy dispute.  

2010 

15. MID Incident 4585031 - Instigator Pakistan - 19 August Reciprocative 

use of force by both sides in border clash without fatalities, driven(from 

Pakistan’s perspective) firstly by policy contentions and secondly by 

territorial claims. 

16. Cyber Incident 157 ‘September 2010 defacements’ - Instigator Pak-

istan -  2 to 12 September Unsuccessful nuisance, disruptive attack by 

means of website vandalism(government, non-military) in order to retal-

iate against the Indian Government’s heavy handed response to summer 

uprising in Kashmir, and deaths of civilian protestors.  

17. Cyber Incident 158 ‘September 2010 defacements’ - Instigator India - 

2 to 12 September Similarly unsuccessful retaliation to Pakistani at-

tacks, by means of website vandalism and aim to cause disruption.  

18. MID Incident 4585032 - Instigator Pakistan - 28 September to 1 Octo-

ber Reciprocative use of force by both sides in border clash - number of 

fatalities unknown - driven(from Pakistan’s perspective) firstly by poli-

cy contentions and secondly by territorial claims. 

19. MID Incident 4585033 - Instigator Pakistan - 24 to 27 October Recip-

rocative use of force by both sides in border clash - number of fatalities 

on Pakistan’s side unknown, 1 Indian fatality recorded - driven(from 

Pakistan’s perspective) firstly by territorial claims and secondly by poli-

cy contentions. 
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20. Cyber Incident 159 ‘PCA defacements’ - Instigator Pakistan - 1 to 3 

December Nuisance disruption attack by means of website defacement 

to show strength in the wake of Indian nationalist attacks on the an-

niversary of the Mumbai bombings.  

21. Cyber Incident 160 ‘PCA defacements’ : 1 to 3 December Nuisance 

disruption attack by means of website defacement to retaliate against 

widespread Pakistani website vandalism of some 270 outlets. 

22. MID Incident 4585034 - Instigator Pakistan - 29 December Reciproca-

tive use of force by both sides in border clash - number of fatalities un-

known - driven(from Pakistan’s perspective) firstly by territorial claims 

and secondly by policy contentions.  

2011 

23. Cyber Incident 161 ‘ICID defacement’ - Instigator Pakistan - 1 Oct 

Offensive strike against government non-military websites by means of 

vandalism, in order to retaliate for the deaths of civilians in Jammu and 

Kashmir in Indian security crackdown.  

! !
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Additional Information on Coercive Disputes and the South Korea-Japan 

Dispute 

!
Cyber Dispute Number 45 comprised of 4 incidents between 1 April 2001 

and 20 March 2005, 2 instigated by South Korea, 2 by Japan [sequence = 

732 - 732 - 740 - 740]. Mainly nuisance strikes they consisted of vandalism 

and Denials of Service(Predominantly the latter at 75%), with private com-

panies and Government, non-military systems targeted(again, predominant-

ly the latter, also 75%) 

While cyber incidents tend towards coercive disruption or denial of service 

and defacements attacks, military actions are all restricted to displays but 

not use of force, with mainly tit-for-tat retaliatory scrambling of jets for ex-

ample.  

Both sets of interactions are driven by disputed territorial claims, surround-

ing the Tokdo Islands. Cyber interactions have also been driven contentious 

policy decisions, with South Koreans responding angrily to the publication 

of Japanese text books which distorted historic Japanese acts during WWII. 

!
Full overview of cyber and militarised interaction between Japan and South 

Korea, not included in the body of work for reasons of length: 

!
2001 

1. Cyber Incident 144 ‘Textbook hack’ - Instigator South Korea - 1 April 

2001. Disruption by means of DDoS attack of several government and 

private websites in response to the release of a new controversial Ja-

panese history textbook, which distorted Japanese acts in WWII and the 

invasion of China and South Korea. Unsuccessful attempt to coerce 

Japan into withdrawing textbook. 

2004 

2. Cyber Incident 145 ‘South Korea Patriotic’ - Instigator South Korea - 7 

to 14 January 2004. Successful disruption by means of DDoS attack 
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against private media websites in show of displeasure at the lifting of 

censorship against Japanese media outlets at the beginning of January. 

3. Cyber Incident 146 ‘Japan Patriotic’ - Instigator Japan - 7 to 14 Jan-

uary 2004. Successful disruptive retaliation also by means of DDoS at-

tacks agains South Korean government(non-military) websites. 

2005 

4. MID Incident 4468001 - Instigator Japan - 8 March 2005 Show of 

force(display only), motivated by disputed territorial claims surrounding 

the Tokodo Islands. Airforce jets scrambled.  

5. MID Incident 4468002 - Instigator South Korea - 8 March 2005 Show 

of force(display only). Airforce jets scrambled.  

6. MID Incident 4468003 - Instigator Japan - 16 - 18 March 2005 Show 

of force(display only), motivated by disputed territorial claims sur-

rounding the Tokodo Islands. Airforce jets scrambled.     

7. MID Incident 4468004 - Instigator South Korea - 16 - 18 March 2005 

Show of force(display only). Airforce jets scrambled.  

8. Cyber Incident 147 ‘Island Dispute’ - Instigator Japan - 20 March 

2005. Disruptive attack by means of government website defacement   

9. MID Incident 4468005 : 7 July 2005 Show of force(display only), mo-

tivated by disputed territorial claims.    

!
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Additional Information on Espionage Disputes and the US-China Dispute 

!
Cyber Dispute Number 9, the US-China espionage dispute comprised of 

43[at time of writing/compiling data set] incidents between 1 Jan 2003 and 

is currently ongoing. Of these 7 were instigated by US, 36 by China. In 

terms of methodology, mainly Intrusion and Infiltration tactics were adopt-

ed, with targets from a variety of sectors including private companies, gov-

ernment non-military and government military bodies, although around half 

of those targeted comprise of government, non-military networks(21 of 43). 

!
With regard to the type of interactions between the dyad, these were mainly 

espionage operations, of mixed severity, with several APTs and sophisticat-

ed intrusion and infiltration methodologies. In contrast, militarised interac-

tion during the cyber period has as yet remained confined to displays of 

force - aerial, nautical and the expansion of military programs and arsenals.  

The disputes can be seen to be motivated by espionage, intellectual theft 

with the objective of gaining economic, strategic, diplomatic and military 

advantage on the cyber front; contentious policy with regard to disputed 

south china sea territorial claim in the instance of militarised interaction 

!
Full overview of Military related cyber espionage campaigns and responses 

between the US and China, not included in the body of work for reasons of 

length: 

!
2003 Instigated 

10. Cyber Incident 25 ‘Titan Rain’ : 1 Jan 2003 - 1 April 2006 - China In-

stigates - Aim “Espionage camapign against the DoD and defense con-

tractors” 

2006 Instigated 

11. Cyber Incident 29 ‘Cisco Raider’ : 29 February 2006 - 6 May 2010  - 

US instigates - “Defense countermeasure to prevent and deter further 

espionage through counterfeit cisco software from China” 
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12. Cyber Incident 43 ‘Fred Wolf Defacement’ : 1 August 2006 - China In-

stigates - “To harass and access militantly intelligence and sensitive in-

formation from ongoing investigations regarding human rights cases, in 

order to gain strategic and diplomatic advantage” 

13. Incident 45 ‘Naval War College disable’ : 1-7 December 2006 - China 

Instigates - “To force offline the US Naval strategic studies group re-

sponsible for planning and practicing cyber-security tactics and opera-

tions” 

2008 Instigated 

14. Incident 51 ‘Boxing Rumble’ : 1 January 2008 - 19 July 2010 - US in-

stigated “The NSA was able to deflect the attack and fool the botnet into 

treating one of TAO’s servers as a trusted command and control(C&C or 

C2) server. TAO then used that position of trust, gained by executing a 

DNS spoofing attack injected into the botnet’s traffic, to gather intelli-

gence from the bots and distribute the NSA’s own implant malware to 

the targets,” 

2009 Instigated 

15. Incident 36 ‘Lockheed F-35 plans stolen’ : 29 March - 1 April 2009 - 

China Instigates - “Espionage campaign against defense contractor Loc-

keed Martin and it's F-35 fighter jet plans” 

2010 Instigated 

16. Incident 49 ‘Shotgiant’ : 10 October 2010 - Ongoing - US instigated - 

aim “To determine links between Huawei produced technology and 

PLA espionage. Secondly, to exploit Huawei technology to probe for 

information from and potentially to conduct offensive cyber operations 

against product users” 

17. Incident 66 ‘U.S. Top National Security Email Hacks’ : 1 April 2010 - 

10 August 2015 - China Instigates - Aim “Top US national security offi-

cials emails hacked and read by ongoing Chinese cyber espionage cam-

paign” 

18. Incident 34 ‘Buckshot Yankee’ : 29 April - 1 May 2010 - US instigated - 

“Defensive measure to deter further attempts to steal sensitive informa-
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tion from the Pentagon through raising the potential costs incurred by 

US retaliation”  

2011 Instigated  

19. Incident 35 ‘Pentagon Raid’ : 1-10 March 2011 - China Instigates - Aim 

“Pentagon Raid - Theft of 24,000 sensitive files from the Pentagon” 

20. Incident 53 ‘Operation Beebus’ : 12 April 2011 - 7 February 2013 - 

China Instigates - Aim “China hacks several US defense contractors and 

steals drone technology” 

2013 Instigated  

21. Incident 58 ‘Iron Tiger’ : 15 January 2013 - 16 September 2015  - Chi-

na Instigates - Aim “Chinese hackers infiltrate VVW page to access per-

sonal info of active US military personnel” 

2014 Instigated 

22. Incident 55 ‘Operation SnowMan’ : 1-12 February 2014 - China Insti-

gates - Aim “Iron Tiger sophisticated APT espionage on US military and 

defense contractors” 

!
!
!
!
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Background on the Signaling Model 

!
Basic Model and game theoretic rationale adapted from Schultz(2001:37): 

!
It was decided that a greater investigation of the game-theoretic assumptions 

and mechanisms detailed by Schutz with regard to this model, while inter-

esting, did not relate fully to the central question of this dissertation - that of 

what impact signals have on interstate relations, not why decision makers 

select certain options over others during disputes.  

!
Additionally, due to word limit constraints a more full and frank investiga-

tion of the central tenet which underpins Schultz’s explanation of signalling 

during interstate crises was omitted but will follow below. 

!
 As was noted in the body of the text, the idea of signaling resolve in 

disputes, and associated audience cost literature, has come some way since 

Schultz’s original works, with scholars such as Weeks revisiting the impact 

of the domestic audience on signalling practices across differing regime 

types to establish that contrary to the findings in previous research, leaders 

in democracies and non-democracies alike are equally as susceptible, albeit 
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in different ways, to come under pressure from, and in turn use some form 

of domestic audience cost or sanction in entrenching foreign policy 

stances(2008:59). Wolford(2014) on the other hand seeks to expand assess-

ments of signaling resolve during international disputes to encompass coali-

tions of states rather that only dyads, while Lektzian and Sprecher(2007) 

examine the possibility of economic sanctions forming an alternative means 

of signaling resolve, ultimately finding that they share the same potential for 

escalation as the use military force.  

 In quantitative empirical terms there has been no real consensus as to the 

accuracy or validity of the signaling concept, with studies which vindicate 

the core assumptions on which the theory rests - such as Huth and Allee’s 

discovery of the importance of domestic political accountability mechanism 

on dispute escalation(2002:755) or Kurizaki and Whang’s thorough empiri-

cal defence of the role of audience costs as leverage during crisis bargain-

ing(2015:976-7) - and those which contradict or challenge some of the key 

tenets of the signal and audience cost model as envisioned by Schultz in 

2001. Downes and Sechser, for example, fall into the latter category, utilis-

ing new data to revisit Schultz’s 2001 model and raise concerns over the 

empirical veracity of a central tenet of signaling theory - namely that which 

determines a means to measure or perceive the credibility of democratic 

states in issuing threats by means of invoking clear audience costs and an 

easy process of removal from office of leaders who renege on their com-

mitments through electoral mechanisms - finding no evidence to support the 

notion of a democratic credibility in shows of resolve(2012:477; see also 

Snyder and Borghard, 2011). 

!
!
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